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No January Commencement
for This Year’s Graduates
Students are Left Feeling Cheated and Wanting Change
Alexandra Clark
Editor In Chief

There will be no January
commencement for students
graduating Montclair State
University after the fall semester this year. The removal
of the winter ceremony has
left these soon-to-be graduates feeling cheated out of
the joyous graduation experience. They are taking things
into their own hands by starting a petition to bring January commencement back.
A petition was created on
Change.org on Friday, Oct.
6 to express Montclair State
students’ disapproval of the
university removing January commencement for this
year’s graduates. The petition has been signed by not
only students of the graduating class, but by parents and
Montclair State alumni as
well. The petition has almost
5,000 signatures as of Oct. 11.
Montclair State’s first ever
January commencement was
added last year, which resulted in negative responses
from students who said the
ceremony was very disorganized. In a letter to The Mont-

Graduates celebrating 2010 May commencement.

Photo courtesy of Mike Peters
Graduation continued on Page 4
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Students May
not Vote in
Upcoming
Election
Nikki Vadas
Contributing Writer
Students at Montclair State
University seemed indifferent and did not have strong
opinions about who should
replace governor Chris Christie in the New Jersey Governor’s race this year.
Three students said they
did not watch the first governor’s debate Tuesday night.
“I’ve heard good things
about Phil,” said Celeste Teodosio, a junior television and
digital media major, referring
to Phil Murphy, the democratic candidate.
Teodosio and fellow junior
television and digital media
major Andrew Amiano are
both registered democrats.
Teodosio mentioned a problem when talking about the
election.
“I was going to vote, but
then I moved. Now, I don’t
know where to go to vote,”
said Teodosio.
Melissa Townsend talked
about some of the issues she
feels New Jersey needs to
address. She mentioned that
President Trump’s proposal
Election continued on Page 2

No Consequences for Students who Smoke Outside of Zones

As of right now there are
currently no consequences
if students, faculty and staff
smoke outside of the designated smoking areas the
university implemented this
semester.
The smoke-free zones are
there as learning tools before the school is completely
smoke-free. Graduate student at Health Promotion
Jessica Marino explained that
there are no punishments or
fines, but there may be in the
future once the other stages
of the smoke-free campus
mission take place.
“[Health Promotion has]
been promoting our new designated smoking areas,” Marino said.
Captain Kieran Barrett of
the University Police Department said the police and
law enforcement have no involvement with the smokefree zones. He said it is not
a criminal act until someone
smokes inside of a building.
The administration has
sent out various emails to
Montclair State students that
explain the university’s plan

to make the campus 100 percent smoke-free. This means
that students will not be permitted to smoke tobacco or
use e-cigarettes and vapes on
campus as of fall 2020.
The school has launched
workshop sessions that will
allow smokers refuge if they
want to quit smoking. There
are tobacco cessation groups
set in place to run for four
weeks throughout the month
of October.
The first phase of this process has been initiated and
designated smoking areas
have popped up all over campus. There has been positive
feedback from students who
feel this will keep the campus
clean and smoke free.
“I enjoy the smoking areas,” said Robyn Marella,
an undeclared sophomore.
“But I don’t think the school
should go 100 percent smoke
free.”
Marella observed that
even when they are crowded,
the designated areas are far
enough away from entrances
so it won’t bother people that
are coming and going. However, students have noticed
the accumulation of cigarette
butts lying around these new
areas.
Some students have ex-
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The new Designated Smoking Area outside of Blanton Hall.

Mackenzie Robertson| The Montclarion

pressed their enthusiasm for
the new smoking areas due to
their past experiences before
the policies were put in place.
“Outside of Blanton was just
a dizzying cloud of smoke,”
said Erick Del Rio, an undeclared sophomore. “Going
to sleep with the smell of tar
and other deadly chemicals
doesn’t really constitute as a
good night of sleep.”
Resident students like Del
Rio were living near popular
smoking areas and experi-

enced the smoke daily. This
was the change they had
been hoping for.
While some students see
the benefit to having these
smoking policies in place,
others are upset with the
school’s decision. Many students disagree with the goal
to be a 100 percent smokefree campus. Some smokers are unhappy with this
change and have stated that
smoking is not illegal, and
they have every right to

smoke freely. Dajaun Adams,
an undeclared freshman, expressed his frustration with
these policies and how they
would not be beneficial.
“I do smoke cigarettes occasionally and I vape,” Adams said. “It’s not bothering
anyone and it’s not hurting
anyone.”
Adams sees the benefit in
smoking in unrestricted areas because it allows him to
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Election: Some students are unable to vote

Continued from page 1

as the state has very high taxes
compared to the rest of the
country.
The first debate between
Murphy and Guadagno took
place Tuesday night in Newark. They debated on topics
such as property taxes, gun
safety, education and the environment.
Many students felt indifferent due to inability to vote.
Some students were not registered to vote at all, some be-

cause they recently immigrated to the United States.
Ph.D. student Debasmita
Basu did not watch the debate.
She’s from India and therefore
not registered to vote. Basu
feels she is not familiar with
the United States’ government
system, but she would like to
see a democrat in office because she appreciates the diversity in New Jersey.
“People are coming here for
jobs, but not getting involved
with improving the city,” said

Basu.
She referred to her previous
residence in Newark, N.J., and
feels people should be more
active in contributing to New
Jersey.
“I can’t vote, so I’m not following,” said Valentina Vecerra, a junior Spanish major. She
believes Christie didn’t “make
the right choices” for New
Jersey. She wants a democrat
for governor to counteract
Trump’s ideals.

The Montclarion is a publication of Montelican
Publishing, Inc. published weekly, except during examinations, summer and winter sessions. The Montclarion is funded by student fees
distributed by Montclair State University and Smoke-Free: Students have mixed views about the zones
incoming advertising revenue. The views expressed in the Opinion section, with the excepContinued from page 1
tion of the Main Editorial, do not necessarily reflect the views of The Montclarion.
The first issue of The Montclarion, then named
The Pelican, was published on Nov. 28, 1928.
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Cigarette butts left outside of the Blanton Hall smoking area.

pick a peaceful place to calm
down and relax alone or with
friends.
“During smoke breaks you
can make new friends by asking for a lighter or chilling to
smoke or vape,” Adams said.
Montclair State has made
efforts to try to make students
more aware of the dangers of
smoking. However, instead
of forcing policies directly on
campus, some students feel
the university needs to teach
smokers new ways to cope
with stress.
“I don’t like the fact that
they jumped right into it,” said
Marcus Flax, a sophomore
psychology major. “They need
to teach people new ways to
cope with stress rather than
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Friday, Oct. 6
Hawks Crossings: A 22 year
old female student reported
that an unknown male was
laying in her bed within
room 202A. Upon officers’ arrival, it was deemed that the
unknown male was given
entry into the room by another roommate. After obtaining
the male’s information, the
officers advised him to leave
the area and he complied with
that request.
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just smoking.”
Students like Flax see that
the university has good intentions for smokers but think
that other actions need to be
taken to help students quit
smoking.
“I just feel that rather than
alienating the smokers, the
school needs to help them instead,” Flax said.
Many students have decided to disagree with the university’s motion to go 100 percent
smoke-free and believe that
smokers will disregard the
policies anyway.
“Trust me, if you’re a smoker
and want a boag, you’re gonna
have a boag,” said freshman
psychology major Rebecca
Livi.

Livi feels that because she is
a legal adult, she has the right
to smoke a cigarette when she
so pleases.
Some students that smoke on
campus are starting to feel like
their rights are being limited
by people telling them not to
smoke and eventually not allowing them to.
Until the campus goes smoke
free in the fall of 2020, students can smoke in designated
areas located near Machuga
Heights, Dinallo Heights,
Blanton Hall, Hawk Crossings, Central Receiving, Russ
Hall, Sprague Library, the Student Center, the Village, Feliciano School of Business and
the Center for Clinical Services in Lot 60.

Red Hawk Rap Sheet
Friday, Oct. 6
School of Communications
and Media: Officers responded to a report of a 27-year-old
male passing out. Upon Officers and EMS arrival, the male
advised that he fell on his head
but didn’t have a laceration. In
addition, the male signed the
Refusal of Medical Attention
paperwork and all units were
clear from the scene.

Web Editor

Mackenzie Robertson| The Montclarion

Friday, Oct. 6
Hawks Crossings: A 22-yearold female student reported
that $140.00 was removed
from her desk within room
202A. The money was last
seen on September 24. This
case is under investigation.

Saturday, Oct. 7
Village Road: Officers responded to a report of a 23
year old male sleeping behind
the wheel of his vehicle with
his hazard lights on. Upon the
officers’ arrival, the male became startled and began
to have a panic attack. With
this, EMS was contacted and
upon their arrival, the male
signed a Refusal of Medical
Attention.

Graphic by Claudia Habrahamshon

Executive Board
Editor-in-Chief

Saturday, Oct. 7
Basie Hall: Student Markus
Korn, 19, of Princeton, N.J.
and non-student Daniel Dickerson, 23, of Newtown,
N.J. were arrested and charged
with possession of marijuana
for their involvement in an incident that occurred on the 7th
level of the New Jersey Transit
Deck. Both parties are scheduled to appear in Little Falls
Municipal Court.
Sunday, Oct. 8
Bohn Hall: Officers responded to a report of a male student
wanting to harm themselves.
Upon their arrival, they entered the room after being
granted permission by the
roommate and discovered the
male passed out on the bed.
After waking the student up,
they agreed to be transported
to Mountainside Hospital for
further evaluation.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents
is urged to call the police station at T-I-P-S (8477).
All calls are strictly confidential.
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Rocky the Red Hawk has a Rockin’
Sweet 16 Bash
“He’s the bird that brings the school together. Everyone is so happy
to see him. He’s a good mascot for us.”
- Nkechi Okpara, graduate student

Rocky was spotted dancing in the student center since early in the morning.

Taylor Risley| The Montclarion

Rocky the Red Hawk was excited to see President Susan Cole at his party.

Taylor Risley| The Montclarion

A student wore his party hat like a beak for Rocky’s birthday.

Taylor Risley| The Montclarion

Sam Carliner
Staff Writer

Montclair State University’s mascot, Rocky the Red
Hawk, celebrated his 16th
birthday by doing what he
does best -- bringing joy to
campus.
As early as 8 a.m. Rocky
was found dancing around
campus while members of
Team Rocky handed out
free food and invitations to
his birthday party.
Residence Life provided
500 free bagels to celebrate
the special day and once
those ran out, students who
were lucky enough to run
into Rocky were given bags
of candy.

“Rocky’s our school mascot and he’s always going
out and celebrating other
people, so it’s nice to be celebrating him,” said Hannah
Wiese, Coordinator of Marketing and Digital Media
for Student Development
and Campus Life.
Free bagels and candy
weren’t all Rocky had to
give. Many students went
to the Student Center Ballrooms to continue to celebrate the special occasion.
Campus organizations
had tables around the ballrooms and offered free gifts
such as CDs, lip balms and
cupcakes. The birthday bird
himself spent the afternoon
dancing and posing for pic-

tures with students.
“When I see Rocky, I
don’t know who’s in there,
it’s just a happy feeling,”
said freshman Yassmine
Elkayal. “I found [Montclair State] doing a birthday
party for him adorable.”
Some of the most popular attractions were GIF and
photo booths where friends
could take pictures together, a Dining Services table
full of colorful cupcakes
and a prize wheel for students to win T-shirts.
“I love that Rocky is involved with the students,”
said senior Sedrick Celestin.
Students were not the
only people Rocky decided

Rocky line danced with students.

to give gifts to on his birthday. At the swipe-in table
near the entrance to the
party was a box and a big
sign encouraging students
and faculty to leave donations for the local food pantry.
The party included a
speech from Montclair
State President Susan Cole,
a crowd singing happy
birthday to Rocky and cake
for everyone.
Towards the end of the
event, students gathered
for another opportunity to
get free treats. Prizes were
raffled away and the lucky
winners received sweatshirts, a $100 gift card to
the university bookstore

Taylor Risley| The Montclarion

and a parking pass good for
10 free uses at Red Hawk
Deck.
“I have only been here for
a month, but in that time I
feel like people are excited
when Rocky is around,”
said freshman Kyra Maffia. “He brings a lot of joy to
campus.”
After the party, Rocky
went around campus one
more time to give out the
remaining cupcakes and
candy.
“He makes the school,”
said graduate student Nkechi Okpara. “He’s the bird
that brings the school together. Everyone is so happy to see him. He’s a good
mascot for us.”

themontclarion.org
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Animal Activist Gene Baur Visits Montclair State
Holds discussion about animal welfare with students

Montclair Animal Activists talk to the crowd.

Michael Edwards| The Montclarion

Some of the audience were those that co-sponsored the event.

Michael Edwards| The Montclarion

Gene Baur poses after his presentation.

Michael Edwards| The Montclarion

Gene Baur presenting to the University. Michael Edwards| The Montclarion

Michael Edwards
Contributing Writer
Gene Baur, an activist for
animal rights and the food
movement, gave a presentation to the Montclair State
University community in the
Student Center Ballrooms in
the afternoon on Friday, Oct.
6.
The event began with Baur
giving a speech on animal
rights and explaining how
to save animals. He spoke
about going vegan and suggested making small changes,
like drinking almond milk, to
gradually move toward a safer
environment for animals. He
said these changes promote
animal safety and help the environment in general.
“This event spoke to me as
I’m an avid activist of healthier and better options at Sam’s
[Place] dining hall,” said junior Jered Zelikovsky.
Both vegan and meat-eater
students came to the event to
learn about animal activism
and welfare.
“Having worked in a McDonald’s before, I understand
and relate to this fully,” said
sophomore
Nick
Ramos.
“While I do eat meat, it definitely made me look at the

consumption differently.”
Some residential students,
like Frank Dolan, a resident
assistant in Blanton, look for
places on campus that serve
plant-based choices.
“I usually go to Freeman
[Hall] for vegan options,”
Dolan said. “The fact that
Sam’s might give us vegan options makes this campus that
much better.”
Students were allowed to
ask questions after Baur finished his presentation.
“This event was full of passion and it’s refreshing to see
that people still have that care
in the world towards animals,” said sophomore Nate
Cottrell.
This event was sponsored
by the Montclair Animal Activists, an organization on
campus that promotes the
well-being of animals and the
environment. The event was
also co-sponsored with Alpha
Chi Rho, Delta Xi Delta, Femvolution, Environmental Club
and MSU Acapella.
“We are a very open group,”
said Vice President of Montclair Animal Activists Erin
O’Connell. “We are a support
group as much as an activist
group.”

Graduation: Students are planning a rally to protest the changes to
January commencement
Continued from page 1

Montclarion, Provost and
Vice President of Academic
Affairs Willard Gingerich said
the unsuccessful trial run of
winter commencement last
year influenced the decision to
remove the ceremony for the
2017-18 academic year.
“Consequently, we determined it would be best to
return to our century-long
tradition of one spring commencement ceremony a year
for all undergraduate students
who complete their degree
requirements and qualify for
graduation during that academic year,” said Provost Gingerich.
Additionally, he said the
decision to bring back the
smaller convocation ceremonies for graduating students
in this year’s class will provide
more options for students.
“Students may join in either
or both of the appropriate May
celebrations for which they
qualify, and I hope you will do
that,” said Provost Gingerich.
The timing of this change is
what strikes students the most
as it comes two and a half

“If this decision was made after the May ceremony and decided over the summer the reactions would have been very different.”
- Lisa Testino, athletic training major

months before what would
have been the January commencement ceremony.
“It makes me feel like MSU
doesn’t care about our accomplishments,” said communication studies major Liz Flack
about the removal of January
commencement.
“I think that they should
have a ceremony in January
like they originally planned
to,” said 22-year-old senior
Tatiana Cruz.
Despite students saying
that the January commencement was canceled this year,
Provost Gingerich responded
by saying that there hadn’t

been any prior commitment to
schedule any graduation ceremonies prior to his announcement on Oct. 4.
“No January 2018 commencement was ever scheduled or announced,” Provost
Gingerich said.
Students graduating after
the fall semester still have
the opportunity to participate
in the May commencement.
However, some students said
the fact that they will have to
wait four months after they
completed college makes the
ceremony useless.
Cruz, who is graduating
after this semester, said that

even though the ceremony is
just to celebrate her accomplishments with her parents,
it’s useless to have the only
opportunity be in May four
months after she will have
completed college.
Flack said she might have
a job after graduation which
will make things more complicated if she were to attend
May commencement. She said
she would have to get the day
off of work to attend one of the
ceremonies celebrating her accomplishments.
“If this decision was made
after the May ceremony and
decided over the summer the

reactions would have been
very different,” said athletic
training major Lisa Testino. “It
is insensitive of the administration and higher-ups to not
think about the students when
making a decision [such as]
this one.”
Testino said she knows
Montclair
State
students
graduating after this semester
whose family members have
already bought plane tickets
and booked hotel rooms to
attend the ceremony that has
now been canceled.
Testino and her fellow graduating classmates in her major were outraged when they
heard the news. She wanted
to protest the news along with
some other students and they
are currently planning a rally
to bring together those who
oppose the canceling of the
January commencement.
“After the petition went
out last week and spread like
[wildfire] we were sure that
there was potential with this
rally,” said Testino. “It’s just
a matter of getting the people
together.”
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The Office of International Engagement
Welcomes Faculty, Staff, Students,
and the public to this free event

Wednesday, October 25th

Thursday, October 26th

His Excellency, Juan Carlos Mendoza Garcia,
Ambassador of Costa Rica to the United States
Opening Keynote: Ethics and Civil Society

Honorable Dr. Rosalia Arteaga
Former President and Vice President of Ecuador
Keynote: Education, Ethics, and Leadership

University Hall 7th Floor Conference Center 3:00 pm

University Hall 7th Floor Conference Center 9:25 am

Evening Performance

Plight of the ImmigrantsPast to Present

Join us for an evocative presentation by
world renowned Gregorio Luke on the legacy
and future of immigrants in American society
Wednesday, October 25th at 7:30pm
Presentation Hall, Room 1010, SCM

Seating is limited, arrive early, free and open to the public.

To register and view the agenda:
http://www.montclair.edu/globaleducation/lotw_msu

For more information, please contact:
Keith Johnson
johnsonkei@montclair.edu
973 655 7604
Sponsored by:
The Office of International Engagement

Thursday, October 26th
Global Expo
Experience 10 nations in 30 minutes

Free T-Shirts for Students
12:45 – 2:00 pm
University Hall 7th Floor
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‘SlutWalk’

Chi Upsilon Sigma Helps to Empower Women

The sisters of Chi Upsilon Sigma hold up signs to show women empowerment in the Student Center Quad.

Welington F. Gomez | The Montclarion

Welington F. Gomez is a member of Lambda Sigma Upsilon Latino Fraternity, Inc. As a
member of Greek life at Montclair State University, he is dedicated to bringing more
awareness to other Greek organizations and their events on campus.

Welington F. Gomez
Staff Writer
On Oct. 8, 2017, the Kappa Chapter of
Chi Upsilon Sigma National Latin Sorority hosted their first event, “SlutWalk” on
campus. The sorority was inspired by the
famous initiative created by TV personality Amber Rose and they wanted to bring
the movement to Montclair State University.
The national Amber Rose Slut Walk's
mission is to provide an event geared toward raising awareness about sexual injustice and gender inequality. The event is
to educate, empower and inform the community about the topics they address.
The event was hosted at the Student
Center Quad and was co-sponsored by
more than eight campus organizations.
The event was heavily promoted on social
media. Chi Upsilon Sigma encouraged
their social media followers to come and
speak out about their experiences with
sexual assault or gender inequality.
“The purpose of this event was to bring
awareness to the Montclair State campus, along with friends and family who
also supported this event," said 21-yearold public relations chair of Chi Upsilon
Sigma, and psychology major, Kassey S.
Cruz. "Sexual assault has been a problem
on campuses across the nation for far too
long.
"Many victims end up without justice
and unfortunately living a life without
closure. It is for this reason that we felt we
needed to shine a light on this issue with
an event like the SlutWalk."
On the day of the event, the sorority
asked attendees to not only walk around
the quad for the purpose of the walk, but
to take part and engage in the different
activities provided. Games like bra pong

were on various tables around the quad.
The tables aslo offered information to participants on rape culture.
“My favorite part of the event was
the ‘carry that weight’ section because
it physically showed the mental weight
that people carry around when their rapist is still walking around freely,” said
21-year-old justice studies major Alondra
Gomera. She is currently both the secretary and treasurer of Chi Upsilon Sigma.
The members of the sorority wanted to
make sure that their message of women
empowerment was addressed to the attendees of the event. For this reason, they
painted signs around the quad with positive messages and quotes regarding empowerment.
"A lot of people misinterpret the name
‘slutwalk,’ they don't know what is behind it," said 20-year-old psychology and
justice studies major Zulema Rubio. She
is currently the president of Chi Upsilon
Sigma.
"[Emma Sulkowicz] was raped on her
college campus, and was looked at as a
‘slut’ afterward because of how tight her
jeans were. [Sulkowicz] was raped and
walked around her campus with her mattress until [she] received justice.”
Rubio, along with other members of
Greek organizations, walked around the
quad holding up a mattress to pay respect
to past victims of sexual abuse and demand justice.
“I think it's important to have these
types of events," said 21-year-old Chi
Upsilon Sigma vice president Sierra
Cruz when asked about the importance
of events like "SlutWalk" on Montclair
State campus. "It allows the community
to face controversial social issues that are
ignored every day.

Welington F. Gomez | The Montclarion
Andreia Pires, a 22-year-old public health major, shows her support for
her sorority sisters at the event.
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Musician Benny Harrison shares his thoughts about the Voices of Valor Program.

Photo courtesy of Benny Harrison's Facebook

Voices of Valor Program
Musician To Help Montclair State Student
Veterans Through Music
Babee Gracia
Entertainment Editor
“I had a female veteran participate in the program who
was partially deaf and homeless," said musician Benny
Harrison as he describes a pivotal moment he experienced
while working with the Voices
of Valor Program. "At first, she
was timid and skeptical about
how the program would heal
her. She was able to discover a
musical ability she never knew
existed"
Starting Friday, Oct. 13,
2017, Harrison will be assisting
student veterans explore a creative part of their soul through
the Voices of Valor Program
which will be held at Montclair
State University.
"There will be two musical instructors involved in the
program," said Montclair State
Veteran Adviser and Retention
Specialist Mahfuza Kochi. "At
this point, there are seven students participating in the program."
While developing a sense
of trust and good communication amongst student veterans,
Benny Harrison describes the
Voices of Valor program as
a form of musical, conversational therapy. Harrison helps
write the music and provides
song concepts. He provides
assistance with the melody and
ensures that everyone’s voice
is heard.
Harrison described the process of transforming military
experiences to song lyrics.
“We spend nine weeks together with meditation, [lively]
discussions, and selecting a
genre of music to play," Harrison said. "Every song has
a different genre from rap to
country since the veterans’ dictate where it is going to go. If

everyone agrees on an idea, then
I will play the rhythm with my
instruments, move forward to
record the track, and download
it onto a CD for all to enjoy.”
Musician and Voices of Valor
facilitator Julio Fernandez, who
has worked with Harrison for
thirty years, praised Harrison's
musical abilities.
“Benny is a very talented musician and has been a prominent
figure in the New York music
scene for quite some time," Fernandez said. "His love for music
shows in his passionate performances.”
Harrison was born in Harlem, New York, but moved to
Clark, New Jersey when he was
three years old. Harrison has always been a performer. He was
actively involved in his high
school’s drama and music club.
In 1972, Harrison earned his
BFA in music and drama with a
minor in English. He is currently
a songwriter, vocalist and musician.
He has even collaborated
with artists such as Kristen
Chenoweth from Broadway’s
"Wicked", “Super Freak” singer
Rick James, Slash from the band
"Guns and Roses" and Nick Jonas.
One of Harrison’s goals is to
facilitate a muse for veterans that
will allow them to become better
people. He also was inspired to
be a part of the Voices of Valor
Program by his deceased uncle, Manuel Gonzalez, a retired
Airforce Master Sergeant who
served in the Korean War.
“Whenever [Gonzalez] would
come home, he was a rock star
because he was an amazing Airman,” Harrison said. “Unfortunately, he had a hard time adjusting to civilian life and turned
to alcoholism followed by a
stroke. If he would have known
about this program, he would

have loved the camaraderie and
structure.”
Artistic director Rena Fruchter
and her husband executive director Brian Dallow co-founded the
Voices of Valor Program in 2011.
With no musical background required, this unique opportunity
helps ease the transition from military to civilian life by creating a
song. The program will commence
in October with eight to nine weekly meetings on campus, recording
time in a professional studio and
an album release party.
“We knew it was a good idea but
didn’t realize how powerful it was
going to be,” said Voices of Valor
co-founder and artistic director
Rena Fruchter. “What veterans say
can make a difference to the population and other veterans. It is a
chance for people to acknowledge
their struggles throughout their
service and now.”
Fruchter said that Voices of
Valor is a program of the parent
organization of “Music for All
Seasons.” She and her husband
started the organization in 1991,
and a roster of 60 professional
musicians continues to perform in
small ensembles in prisons, hospitals, juvenile detention centers and
domestic violence centers in five
states—New Jersey, New York,
Connecticut, Pennsylvania and
California.
Whenever the program ends,
Benny Harrison develops strong
bonds with the veterans, making
it difficult to leave. As Voices of
Valor concludes, veterans walk
away with more self confidence
and strength than when they entered. Harrison carries with him
the memory of his beloved uncle
and what each veteran has taught
him.

-This article was orginally published
in HawkTalk Magazine.

Musician Julio Fernandez with student
veterans from 2015's Voices of Valor
Program.

Photo courtesy of Voices of Valor Program

Julio Fernandez with Benny Harrison
on keyboard at Church Square Park in
Hoboken, New Jersey.

Photo courtesy of Julio Fernandez
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Spooky First Friday

Students Decorate Their Own Mason Jars
Photos by Alexandria Ianco

For the first Friday of each month, Weekends At Montclair and Commuter Students
Programs and Services team up to bring
students First Fridays. Day-long activities
will be provided for students with their
student ID with all the materials supplied
for free. This past First Friday was Sweet
and Spooky where students had the opportunity to eat fall treats while making an
arts and crafts project in the Rathskeller.

Freshman nutrition and food science double major, Azizah Allan works on her Mason Jar.

Junior business management major Linda Mozdzen, junior nutrition major Nora Raineri and
junior biology major Samantha St. Vil drink coffee and eat treats as they decorate their Mason
jars.

Undeclared freshmen Vincent Palma and Dylan Hunter attend First
Friday and decorate their Mason jars.

Junior theater studies major Caitlynn Benkovich stands in front of a graduate student, as he separates supplies for her in a cup.

themontclarion.org
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ready.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 22, 2017
Attendees receive a $60 application fee waiver.
Learn more and register at
montclair.edu/graduate/open-house

MON_Grad_OH_10.75x21.indd 1

9/5/17 12:08 PM
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Think Pink

October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month
Rebecca Yellin is a senior majoring in nutrition and food science with a concentration in dietetics. Yellin believes
there is a disconnection between food and health. As an aspiring Registered Dietitian, she hopes to bridge this gap.
She feels qualified to share nutrition information as a nutrition student because she is constantly searching for
sound sources, inside and outside the classroom, to improve her knowledge of nutrition and to help guide others.
Currently, she works as a Nutrition Assistant at St. Joseph's Regional Medical Center, is the Montclair State Dietetics Organization president and is a bi-weekly volunteer at CUMAC in Paterson, New Jersey to help alleviate hunger.

Rebecca Yellin
Contributing Writer
Do we have control over our
health outcomes? We may be genetically predisposed to developing a disease, meaning that we
have an increased likelihood of
having a certain disease based on
our genetic makeup. However,
is that to say there is nothing we
can do to either prevent or delay the onset of a disease? Genes
don’t control our destiny. There’s
something that you can do, and it
involves your dietary and lifestyle
choices.
October is National Breast
Cancer Awareness Month, with
the purpose to help increase
awareness, early detection and
treatments for breast cancer. According to the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention, breast
cancer is the most common cancer
in all women. It is also the second
leading cause of deaths from cancer among females.
Males can develop breast
cancer, too, but the incidences
are much lower. Breast cancer is
seen worldwide and the World
Health Organization tributes
this to the increase in adoption
of the Western lifestyle.
According to the American
Cancer Society, a risk factor is
anything affecting your chances
of developing a disease but does
not mean you are definitely going to develop it. Breast cancer
risk factors include individual behaviors, such as dietary
choices and physical activity.
Although all women are apt
to develop breast cancer, some
have higher risks than others by
default due to ethnicities, family history or menstruation be-

A graphic display of a woman pointing to the breast cancer ribbon on her shirt.

fore 12 years old.
What can you do now to reduce the development of breast
cancer later in life, even as a
high-risk group? Alter your behaviors, including dietary and
lifestyle activities.
There is no miracle nutrient
that will prevent breast cancer.
Instead, following an overall
healthy diet with the inclusion
of whole foods and a plethora
of nutrients is going to help

lower your risk to developing
this disease as it can for many
other diseases.
The Academy of Nutrition
and Dietetics stated evidence
that foods high in fiber, vitamins, minerals and phytonutrients may have a role in protecting against cancer. Foods
that include these nutrients are
dark leafy greens and cruciferous vegetables such as spinach,
brussel sprouts and cabbage,

Photo courtesy of pixabay.com
fruits such as berries, whole
grains such as oats and bread
and legumes such as beans and
lentils.
Additionally, the Susan G.
Komen foundation states that
limiting red and processed
meats, saturated and trans fats,
deli meats and fried food and
eating polyunsaturated and
monounsaturated fats are part
of a healthy diet to reduce the
likelihood of developing cancer.

Maintaining a healthy weight
is also imperative to preventing
the development of cancer or
decreasing the mortalities and
morbidities if the disease has
already developed. To maintain
a healthy weight, keep up with
physical activity. Also, limit
high-calorie foods and beverages, especially for those who are
already overweight or obese.
The Department of Health and
Human Services recommends
a moderate aerobic activity for
150 minutes, a vigorous aerobic
activity for 75 minutes and at
least two days of strength training for most adults each week.
Women who consume two
to three alcoholic beverages per
day have about a 20 percent
higher risk compared to those
who don’t. The risk increases in
correlation to the amount consumed.
The American Cancer Society recommends women have
no more than one drink per
day. Along with alcohol, cigarettes may also increase the risk.
It is well known that cigarettes
greatly contribute to the development of cancer; therefore, evidence strongly suggests a link
between smoking and breast
cancer.
Self-administered breast exams and routine breast cancer
screenings are important for all
women. Talk to your doctor or
visit Montclair State's Health
Center for additional information on how you can stay proactive for your health's best interest.

Contact montclarionfeature@gmail.com for more information
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Meet with Faculty and Students about Public Health Degrees and Careers

Rutgers School of Public Health
One school, two locations, nine concentrations–
numerous opportunities to meet your education goals

You’re invited to our

• New Brunswick
• Newark

NEW JERSEY’S 35th ANNUAL
LAW SCHOOL ADMISSIONS DAY
Learn about
law school admissions
Speak directly to law
school representatives
to obtain information on
the application process
and admission criteria
Receive LSAT
information
Get a head start on the
admissions process

Co-Sponsored by

Rutgers-Newark
New Jersey Institute of Technology
New Jersey City University
Stockton University
Berkeley College
William Paterson University
Ramapo College
Monmouth University

Wednesday, October 25, 2017
1 p.m.-4 p.m.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Panel on the Law Admissions Process: 1-2 p.m.
Law Fair: 2-4 p.m.

•

Montclair State University
Student Center Ballrooms A, B and C
Free and open to the public with no pre-registration.

•
•
•
•
•

PARTIAL LIST OF SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING :

Albany | Fordham | Cardozo | American | Villanova
Suffolk | Rutgers | Seton Hall | Charlotte | Temple | Hofstra
William & Mary | Boston U. | U. of Maryland | New York Law
U. of San Francisco | Northeastern | Pace | Notre Dame
St. John’s | Case Western Reserve | CUNY Law | Brooklyn
District of Columbia | Roger Williams | Drake | U. at Buffalo
Vermont | Chapman | U. of Massachusetts | Penn State | Touro
George Mason | Quinnipiac | Western New England | Widener
New England Law | St. Thomas | Golden Gate | Syracuse

OPEN HOUSE

Biostatistics
Epidemiology
Environmental Health Sciences
Global Public Health
Health Outcomes, Policy, and
Economics
Health Systems and Policy
Occupational Health and Safety
Social and Behavioral Health
Sciences
Urban Public Health

Post Baccalaureate Certificates
Master of Public Health (MPH)
Master of Science (MS)
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
Five-Year Bachelors/Masters
Available
• Dual Degree Options Available
• Visiting Student Options
Available

October 14, 2017
11:00am-2:00pm
683 Hoes Lane West,
1st Floor Atrium
Piscataway, NJ 08854
Light lunch will be served.

Take Your Passion and
Enthusiasm for
Protecting and
Improving the Lives
and Well-Being of
Communities to the
Next Level

For information call 973-655-4238 or email drakei@montclair.edu.

Co-Sponsored
at Montclair State by

Student Government Association, Inc.
Department of Political Science and Law
Pre-Law Society
Political Science Club
EOF Pre-Law Studies

Make a Difference With a
Graduate Degree or Certificate in Public Health
For More Information or to RSVP, call 732-235-4317 or email sphinfo@sph.rutgers.edu
montclair.edu

CHSS-NJ Law Admisssions ad-10/17 SS

sph.rutgers.edu • Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram: @RutgersSPH
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
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Help Wanted
$25-35 / CHINESE SPEAKING TUTOR
NEEDED
I am looking to hire a part time tutor to continue my Chinese Studies. The tutor should
be proficient in both English and Mandarin.
The primary emphasis would be conversing
in Mandarin to further to enhance conversation abilities. Would like to have 1-2 lessons/
week, each being two hours. Lessons would
take place nights after 6pm, ideally at home in
nearby Wayne, NJ. Transportation provided if
necessary as well. The purpose of my studies is
to become fluent in Chinese as I am a business
professional in an industry where the ability
to speak Mandarin is a big asset. I have been
studying a for a few years so I would be considered to be at an Intermediate level. My most
recent tutor returned to China upon graduation
from MSU. Pay rate starts at $25 per hour and
would go up to $35 per hour based on your
experience level in teaching others. If interested,
please email kevinm528@optonline.net
PART TIME CASHIER NEEDED / MONTCLAIR
Nicolo’s Italian Bakery & Deli in Montclair is
looking for a friendly, outgoing, quick learner to
work part time as a cashier in our busy bakery.
Responsibilities include taking care of customers and light cleaning. Weekday hours are very
flexible. Saturday & Sunday hours are a must. If
interested, please email resume to:
zook327@hotmail.com or call:
973-454-4861
$15 / WEEKLY WEDNESDAY SITTER / UPPER MONTCLAIR
We are looking for a regular sitter on Wednesday afternoons for the fall, 3:30-5:30pm. You
would play with our 7yo daughter and 2yo son
at our home. Must have your own transportation. References and prior experience with
toddlers preferred. More hours possible if this is
a good fit. Please email
lbrucia79@gmail.com if interested.

Classifieds
Help Wanted

NEW RENTAL LISTING, VERONA
Updated one bedroom apartment on 3rd floor of
owner occupied multi-family home near Verona
Park and downtown shops, restaurants and yoga!
Use of common yard and front porch. Parking for
one car. No smoking please. No laundry on premises. Window a/c not included. 232-238 Claremont
Av in Verona. $1375 Listed by Coldwell Banker
Realtors. If interested, please text Janet Sklar, Saless
Assoc for appt. 917-312-6111 or email janet.sklar@
cbmoves.com Off 973-233-2300 Equal Housing Opportunity. Owned & Operated by NRT LLC.
$15 / HR, AFTER SCHOOL BABYSITTER
NEEDED, GLEN RIDGE
Seeking a reliable & responsible after school sitter
for 2 children (Ages 7 and 9). Hours M-F from
2:30 – 6:30 pm. Must have clean driving record and
dog friendly. Duties include: After-school pick-up,
homework help, and driving to / from activities.
Contact: Ceng01@gmail.com.
$15 / NANNY NEEDED, LIVINGSTON
Looking for a nanny for two girls (ages 9 and 6)
starting 9/1/17. Responsibilities include picking
up at school, transporting to and from after school
activities in Livingston and nearby towns, helping
with homework, preparing dinner & baths. More
hours available if desired on an as needed basis.
Regular hours are 2:30-6/6:30 Monday through
Friday. Prior experience with children is preferred,
use of own reliable vehicle required. If interested,
please email:
Charles@willowlakedaycamp.com
$15 / HOUR AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER, MONTCLAIR
We are looking for a sitter for our two children
(ages 7 & 10) for after-school hours (3:30 – 5:30
pm) Mon, Wed, Thurs & Friday. Responsibilities
include school pick-up in Montclair, transportation
to after-school activities, and overseeing homework.
We are looking for someone who has own car, clean
driving record and is fun, reliable, and trustworthy.
If interested, please e-mail:
emily_zelner@yahoo.com.

Help Wanted
CHILDCARE / DRIVER NEEDED FOR UPPER
MONTCLAIR FAMILY
Seeking a responsible, reliable person to pick up
two (busy!) middle school children from school in
Montclair, and drive them to their various sports
and lessons, walk our friendly Labrador, and help
with errands. Must have reliable car, good driving
record, and strong references. Nonsmoking home.
Can be for 1, 2 or 3 afternoons a week, 2:30pm to
approx. 7pm. Email: Judigermano@gmail.com
$15-20 / HR, BEFORE or AFTER SCHOOL,
DRIVING SITTER, LIVINGSTON
Seeking responsible care for two children (age 3
& 6). Monday to Friday, 7:00 am-9:00 am to assist
with breakfast, light clean-up & getting the kids
to school. On some workday afternoons, we may
need someone from 3:30 – 5:30 pm to pick-up from
school, light snacks, homework assist, driving
to local sports & supervision of play. Must have
own car with a clean driving record. Experience
preferred & a reference(s) required. Email:
yihongzhu@live.com or text:
(973) 520-6980.
$15-$20 / CHILD CARE / LITTLE FALLS
Seeking a babysitter in Little Falls (near MSU
campus) for 2 children age 6 & 7. Duties include
pickups and drop-offs to school (walking distance)
and after-school activities and some light housekeeping. A safe driving record and great references
are required. You should be willing to help with
homework and engage our curious children. An
interest in music and the arts is a plus. We have
two very friendly dogs. Hours are approximately
Monday to Friday, 7:30am – 9:30am; 3pm-6pm.
We have flexibility if you can only work the afternoons. If interested, email me at
huipingny@hotmail.com

$15 / AFTER SCHOOL NANNY NEEDED /
GLEN RIDGE
Looking for an after school sitter/ nanny for our
daughter (age 4) starting 9/25/17. Responsibilities include afterschool pick up, homework help
(working on reading, writing and mathematics),
AFTER-SCHOOL SITTER / MONTCLAIR
creative play, preparing dinner for our daughWe are looking for a sitter for our daughter (age WORKOUT WHILE GETTING PAID!,
ter and bath time. Potential to drive her to after
13) for after-school hours (2:00 – 5:30 pm) Mon- CALDWELL
school activities once she is settled with the current
day – Friday. Responsibilities include picking
school hours. Potential for full day help on public
This job is a full day position, working from 8 am
up from school, driving to and from practices
to approx. 5 pm. Superior Cleaning, LLC is looking holidays also a plus. Regular hours are Monday
and helping with homework. Please be willing for engaged, motivated students. We are a small
through Thursday 3:00 – 7:00 pm and Friday 3:00
to hang out, have fun and be comfortable with business with openings for house cleaners & team
– 5:30 pm. More hours available if desired in the
small dogs. Occasional driving for our 16 year
mornings (Mon – Fri) from 7:35 – 8:35. Prior experimanagers. It’s a therapeutic way to work out and
old son as well. Clean driving record and your we are constantly engaging and training employees. ence with children is preferred, use of own reliable
own car needed. If interested, please e-mail:
It’s a great way to earn extra cash on your free days. vehicle is preferred. Must be CPR certified with
theschroeder4@gmail.com
a clean driving record. If interested (or are able
We don’t work nights or weekends and we will
to meet some of the needed days/ times), please
work around your school schedule. Call:
PART TIME CUSTOMER SERVICE / CUSemail juliadolfin@hotmail.com
(973) 575-3309 for application info!
TOMER ENGAGEMENT SPECIALISTS
NEEDED / LIVINGSTON
$15 / COMPANION/CARETAKER / NORTH
$15 / HR, SPRING / SUMMER BABYSITTER
CycleBar Livingston, a premium indoor cycling NEEDED, GLEN RIDGE
CALDWELL
studio franchise is looking for friendly, outgoSeeking a reliable & responsible sitter for 2 children. Seeking responsible, caring and intelligent
ing, team players to work part time in customer Our current MSU sitter is going home for the sum- companion and helper for a 91-year old mother,
facing roles. Morning (early and late), Evening & mer so we are looking for a new sitter to start week afternoons and evenings. She is sharp as a tack,
Weekend hours available. Approx 10-15 hours/ of May 15th. Spring hours M-F from 2:30 – 6:30 pm. but is a little unsteady on her feet and needs some
week. Must have reliable transportation. Perks Summer hours 20-30 hours a week depending on
help around fixing meals, assistance with everyday
include unlimited free rides during non-work
tasks around her apartment, help her into/out of
summer camp schedule. Must have clean driving
hours. $10-$12/hr depending on experience. If record and dog friendly. Duties include: Afterher car and drive her to see friends, do errands or
interested, please email resume to:
go to the doctor. The job would include simple
school pick-up, homework help, and driving to /
livingston@cyclebar.com
cooking, some light cleaning (she has someone
from activities. Contact: Ceng01@gmail.com.
in weekly to clean, but dishes/bed making may
$15/HR / SITTER NEEDED, S. ORANGE
be helpful in between) and other tasks as needed.
$15 / HR, BABYSITTER NEEDED, SPRING /
Looking for an after-school sitter for two girls
We are seeking 10- 20 hours per week from now
SUMMER, CLIFTON
(ages 7 and 10) starting Sept. 5th. Responsibili- Reliable & responsible sitter needed for 3 children
until December, and are paying $15/hour. She is
ties include picking up at school, transporting
located in N. Caldwell. If interested, please contact:
and a small dog; M-W-F from 3 – 7:30pm. Must
to and from after school activities (using our
have own car. Duties include: After-school pick-up, degroot.lesly@gmail.com
car), helping with homework, preparing dinner, homework help, prepping simple meals, and drivhandling kids’ laundry and kitchen clean up.
$15 / AFTER SCHOOL BABY SITTER
ing to / from activities. Contact:
Regular hours are 2:30-/7:30 Monday through Blayneybreakers@gmail.com.
We are looking for a reliable, enthusiastic, and kind
Friday. Prior experience with children is preafter-school babysitter/nanny for 5 days/week
ferred. Must be able to cook and have a clean
(Mon to Friday) from 2:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. We have
$15-$20 / HR, P/T BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR
driving record. If interested, please email:
two kids ages 9 and 6.5 years old. Responsibilities
NORTH CALDWELL FAMILY, ASAP!
southorangesitter123@gmail.com
Perfect job for earning extra cash before your classes include pick up the kids from bus stop each day at
even start for the day! Looking for a responsible, en- 3:15 p.m., fix a snack, driving them back and forth
*NEW LISTING*, BUTLER
ergetic & reliable babysitter for our two great boys, from/to their after school activities, supervising
Why rent when you can own this charming 2br ages 7 & 4. Hours are 7:30 am – 9 am on Tuesday & and engaging our kids and their friends on play
ranch? Features inc FDR, C/AC,
Thursday mornings. Responsibilities include: Help- dates and light cooking and housekeeping. Appliinviting front porch, a det garge & ample yard ing the children get dressed, brush teeth, preparing cants must have energy to be genuinely interested
space. Close to highways, transit center & more. breakfast & driving them to school (North Caldwell & engaged with our two children (to read books,
Asking only $259,900.. Call Christina “TINA”
play, and get some homework done), a reliable car
& Caldwell). Must have experience with children.
Dobsa at 973-686-7777to see how much you can Please call or text Allison if interested:
& valid US driver’s license and great references.
afford with little to no money down.
If interested or if you can recommend someone,
(917) 902-4124.
please contact me at shilpani@yahoo.com

themontclarion.org

For Rent
ROOM RENTALS & PARKING
SEEKING FEMALE GRAD STUDENT,
MONTCLAIR
Seeking Female Graduate student to share
house, 1 mile from University. Private Loft
Bedroom, Lots of space, backyard, off street
parking. Avail.3/1/17. Small dog, cat O.K.
$700 + utilities. Contact Donna:
(973) 714-5501 or
dbrenner7295@gmail.com.
*NEW LISTING*, ROOM FOR RENT,
MONTCLAIR
Wonderful attic room for rent on the 3rd
level of a beautiful house in Montclair. Close
to downtown & 3 train stations. Great for
Students! We are a 4 person family and have
parking & laundry included! Rent is $920
with utilities and internet. Some furniture
available if desired. Please contact me at:
Moonbearxo@gmail.com.
SAVE $$$ – ROOM RENTALS ACROSS
FROM MSU
Female students: Fall Room Rentals 2016
school year. Furnished – across from campus. Internet included. Singles or shared.
Available NOW. Call: (973) 778-1504.
OFF-STREET PARKING
Reasonable Off-Street Parking, M-F. Only 3
mins. walk to MSU Bridge & Shuttle! Call
(973) 819-0334, Sun-Sat, 5am-8pm ONLY.
ARE YOU IN CRISIS OR STRUGGLING?
HEALING, HOPE AND HELP CAN HAPPEN!
Please CALL the National Suicide Prevention
Lifeline at 1-800-273-8255 (TALK) at any time
to speak to a counselor and get support. You
can also connect to the Crisis Text Line by
texting “Hello” to 741-741 to be connected to
a counselor. All services are free, confidential
and available 24/ 7 for anyone in crisis.

DO YOU

LIKE

TO WRITE?
DO YOU

LIKE

TO CREATE?
DO YOU

LIKE

TO GET INVOLVED?
IF SO, JOIN

THE MONTCLARION
CONTACT
MONTCLARIONCHIEF
@GMAIL.COM
FOR MORE
INFORMATION

themontclarion.org
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Convocation Comes Back Without January Commencement

A

s the saying goes,
when one door closes another one opens. Well, for
Montclair State University,
the opposite can also be
true. Montclair State decided to bring back convocation, but cancel the January
commencement.
Provost
Willard Gingerich stated
in a letter to the Editor-inChief of the Montclarion
that the commencement
was removed because students and family members
were disgruntled by the
disarray and lack of organization of it last year. While
it’s apparent that many students are excited for convocation, they are not happy
about the school’s rash decision to take out winter
graduation.

There are several reasons why this is a bad decision by Montclair State.
The first is that the January
commencement was put in
place for students who finished early, or were behind
a semester and wanted to
graduate as timely as possible. So rather than have
to wait to complete their
next semester, they could
receive their diplomas at
the time they are ready to
graduate. By doing this,
students could comfortably
plan their future and find a
job right after school. Montclair State’s cancellation of
the January commencement
with such a short notice has
placed students in very uncomfortable and uncertain
positions. In response, stu-

dents have decided to start
a petition.
Professionally speaking,
someone should have considered some serious questions on the idea boards
before the announcement.
What about the students
who factored their early
graduations into travel
plans? While it may have
been disorganized last year,
students find it much more
inconvenient to simply take
a day off to go to their ceremony long after they finish
school. One step further,
what about the students
who drove themselves into
the ground just to finish
early and then have to wait
to wear a cap and gown?
It’s quite frankly a slap in
the face because it under-

mines all their hard work.
The petition is full
of comments that highlight
the injustice of Montclair
State’s actions. One comment says that after five
months, the novelty of
graduation will wear off
and students will be alumni
already. It dishonors the
whole essence of graduation. No matter the length
of time, season or semester
taken to get there, graduation is supposed to be a
milestone in a student’s life.
Maybe later on they can return to school to pursue a
higher degree or a different
field, but graduating first
as an undergraduate is the
most precious time. For the
students and their families,
it does not make any sense

to cancel something so important.
Of all the things Montclair State could attempt
to improve, graduation
should be one handled with
delicacy. They stopped having convocations last year,
which angered those who
graduated in May 2017. This
year, they seemed ready to
rectify their mistake by reinstating convocation, but
then smashed expectations
by removing January commencement. The school
should think long and hard
before making rash decisions, and opt for more
reasonable attempts to improve the school.

Campus
Voices:
How do you
feel about
the
changes to
graduation?

“I feel like that’s not a big issue to me, I feel like I would
much rather graduate as a whole, so waiting till spring. I
think that’s a better idea. They shouldn’t have two seperate graduations like that. Why can’t we
graduate together in the spring?”

“I think that it’s slightly unfair. For the people that were
supposed to graduate then, and now have to wait until the
spring to come back after they already graduated, it doesn’t
make much sense to me. ”

-Terri-Ann Shorter,
Justice Studies, Junior

-Alex Pallis,
Film Making, Senior

Thumbs Up

Thumbs Down

Homecoming Weekend

United States misses making the
World Cup since 1986

The release of
“Blade Runner 2049”

“Honest Trailers” founder Andy
Signore fired for sexual
harrassment

New “Starwars” Trailer

AIM shutting down in
December
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Newton’s Law of Sexism

Dan Evans | The Montclarion

Comments by Panthers’ quarterback highlights that sexism still exists in sports world

S

NICHOLAS
DA SILVA
STAFF WRITER

e x i s m
has been
a major
problem
in America, starting all the
way back
when the

country first
came to be. It is a sad truth
some do not want to hear. Men
have always been perceived
as being superior to women,
even when there are undeniable cases proving the opposite.
No matter how hard women
have fought over time to earn
equality and the same level of
respect as their male counterparts, there is always going to
be people who look down on
women and see them as lesser
individuals.
Such was the case when
Carolina Panthers quarterback
Cam Newton acted like a condescending jerk to a female reporter. Charlotte Observer reporter, Jourdan Rodrigue, was
doing her job when she asked
Newton a question about one of
his teammate’s route. Being the
“professional gentleman” that
he clearly is, Newton responded to the reporter by saying that
it was “funny to hear a female”
talk about routes.
Why did he respond that
way to the reporter when she
was trying to ask him a question? That would be the million-dollar question if the answer was not so obvious. In
an environment fueled by testosterone, such as the football
field, most male players ride on
big egos and the idea that they
are part of a superior group of
individuals. There are probably
some players who honor women and see them as deserving of
respect, but football players are
not known to have that kind of
mentality.
Back in 2016, a video was
posted online titled “#MoreThanMean.” The video depicted men having to face two
different female sports reporters, Sarah Spain and Julie DiCaro, and read out loud all of the

nasty tweets that these reporters receive on a daily basis on
Twitter. The video is an uncomfortable watch, as it shows
that these two female sports
reporters receive some of the
most vulgar, cruel and unkind
responses from people online
simply because they are doing
their job. This video is not the
only one of its kind as there
are a variety of videos which
display the abuse female journalists have to endure because
them being reporters makes
others feel insecure about themselves.
Newton has rightfully received backlash for his comments, even losing a sponsor
who stood against the comment
that the quarterback made. On
top of that, Newton has actually
apologized for the inappropriate comment. But, once again,
this situation is not really about
Newton, as it is about the larger
problem of sexism that still exists in American culture.
The timing of Newton’s comment could not be more appropriate given the release of the
new sports drama, “Battle Of
The Sexes.” This movie is based
on tennis icon Billie Jean King,
who fought to break down barriers for women in the world
of sports. King’s fight for equal
pay between men and women
still rages on today, even in the
world of tennis.
Maybe there is something I
just do not see that others do,
but I can not find any real reason why women are still denied
the same level of respect as their
male counterparts in the world
of sports. Female reporters still
get far more disrespect than
their male counterparts and female athletes are still fighting
to get equal pay. The fact that
women in the sports world continue to face these issues in 2017
is absolutely ridiculous.
I am not even an ultra-progressive kind of guy because I
feel that our culture has gotten
a little too politically correct.
I love to hear an intelligently
constructed joke that pokes fun
at different aspects of American
culture.

However, what Cam Newton
did was not a case of a person
making a politically incorrect
joke. This is not just a case of a
football player being silly and
putting his foot in his mouth.
Newton’s snide attitude toward
Rodrigue painted the disheartening picture that there are
still many men in the world of
sports who feel like they do not
have to take women as seriously as they would a man. Women are not sub-par citizens to
be hissed at by “Panthers” like
Newton. It is my hope that this
situation makes more people realize the importance of supporting women in the sports world
with their continuous fight for
respect.

Nicholas Da Silva, a journalism major,
is in his fourth year as a staff writer for
The Montclarion.
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CHOUDHRY
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ameron Newton,
the
quarterback for
the Carolina
Panthers,
made a questionable remark
last

Wednesday when talking to a
female journalist, Jourdan Rodrigue, during his press conference on Wednesday evening.
Rodrigue had asked about the
wide receiver for the Panthers,
Devin Funchess, and if Newton
enjoyed the physicality of how
his teammate ran his routes.
Newton then responded with a
light laugh and said, “It’s funny to hear a female talk about
routes. It’s funny.”
Is it really funny to hear a
woman who has a bachelor’s
degree in journalism and mass
communications from Arizona
State University talk about a
wide receivers’ routes? Women
have constantly been put below
men throughout history. Unfortunately, this is just another
example to the public showing
how women are still not treated
equal to men.
What really struck me was

that this was said to a female journalist. I immediately
thought about The Montclarion. There are many female journalists at The Montclarion who
are looking forward to graduating and getting a job in journalism. Is this what they have to
look forward to? Sexism? As
an aspiring journalist myself,
I was appalled by Newton’s
comment. It’s degrading to be
laughed at when you are asking
a serious question, especially in
a field where you worked hard
and gave everything you have
into it.
Journalism and sports journalism may be fields dominated by men but that doesn’t
mean women should be treated
any differently. Many sports
journalists have never played
a game on a professional level
either. There is no reason for
Newton to smile wide and then
continue to laugh while he responded to Rodrigue. What
was so funny about a woman
asking a question about football? That’s what sports journalists do, male or female. The
only difference is that the men
don’t get laughed at for asking
a question.
Kimberly Jones, a female
NFL reporter, is always someone I see pop up on my Twitter
feed. Sometimes I see her post
statistics about an upcoming
game, but most of the time she
is defending herself from sexist
male jerks. Jones is always being called names for no reason
and is constantly being put in
the same situations as Rodrigue
every single day through social media. After all the hard
work she did to get her degree,
she still isn’t treated right. Rodrigue’s situation is not just a
one time occurrence, it happens
every single day to women in
journalism.
Beth Mowins, a CBS and
ESPN reporter, has also hit a
milestone recently by receiving her masters from Syracuse
University. She became the second female to ever commentate
a NFL game on Sept. 11, 2017
during the Broncos and Chargers game. It took this long

for a female to commentate a
football game after 30 years. It
really puts things into perspective on how women are treated
in the sports journalism world.
Every Sunday, there’s a day
full of football games which my
dad and I get really excited for,
but as an aspiring female journalist it hurts to see that there
aren’t many women being put
front and center. As soon as
you turn on NFL network, you
see Good Morning Football, a
morning football show with
three male hosts and only one
female host.
In sports related networks,
you notice most of the hosts
are men. Then when you watch
NFL GameDay, you see men sitting at the table while they send
out the women to be the correspondents giving you small
updates on how the players
are doing and how the weather
is holding up. Even when you
hear commentators during the
game, they are dominantly
men. As shocking as it is, there
has to be a dramatic change
within the community of sport
journalists.
Female journalists go through
this every day and there needs
to be some sort of change. There
needs to be a balance between
the two genders represented
on television and in the sports
journalism world. Newton’s degrading comment might have
brought light to the injustice
of equality in the sports journalism world, but that doesn’t
mean we react without making
any progress. As a female journalist myself, I demand change
and will work toward creating
a difference. I hope that readers
will join me, too.

Sunah Choudhry, an information technology major, is in her first year as a columnist
for The Montclarion.

Trump’s Tweet Adds Insult to Injury

Puerto Rican Mayor unimpressed with Trump’s lack of assistance

I

nstead
of focusing
on the civilian’s needs
in
Puerto
Rico, PresiGRACE MANZO dent Donald
Trump has
COLUMNIST
since fired
up a storm on twitter. Trump
has made it Puerto Rico’s duty
to get themselves out of the horrifying aftermath of Hurricane
Maria. He wrote a remarkable
18 tweets, scolding the mayor
of San Juan, criticizing the mayor’s effort to help her people
and calling the citizens of Puerto Rico lazy.
It started when San Juan
Mayor, Carmen Yulin Cruz,
denounced Trump on CNN

by saying the White House
dubbed the recovery of Puerto
Rico a “good news story.” Yulin
Cruz killed Trump’s manhood,
which lead him to tweet, “The
Mayor of San Juan, who was
very complimentary only a few
days ago, has now been told by
the Democrats that you must be
nasty to Trump.”
Trump dared to write ‘nasty’,
the word he stamped on Hillary
Clinton during the 2016 election
and now ironically relates this
word with the female mayor
of San Juan. Trump continues
by writing, “Such poor leadership ability by the Mayor of San
Juan, and others in Puerto Rico,
who are not able to get their
workers to help,” and the best
one to date, “they want everything to be done for them when

it should be a community effort.”
There is an estimated three
million people on the island
practically deserted with no
food or electricity. The audacity
Trump has to blurt out outrageous put-downs is beyond disgraceful, clearly he’s forgotten
Puerto Ricans are American citizens. The President has no concern for American values, but
simply for the values of people
who are like him; wealthy and
white, the elite business owners
of this country, the big men of
Wall Street, they all share the
same values of Trump.
Trump doesn’t have the
strength and or the determination to comprehend that not all
Americans are equal stature of
him and his friends, people of
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a different lifestyle than him, in
this case Puerto Ricans, deserve
the same respect as the friends
and family of the President. I’m
sure that if a natural disaster
happened at Trump’s favorite
golfing spot, he would immediately fix the aftermath.
Trump needs to open his eyes
and stop only caring for his followers but for ALL Americans
like he promised.
“The conditions of my island
are becoming worse every day”
said San Juan native Branden
Rivera. “Regardless if Trump
has done anything, many people don’t have food, and my
two family members have only
been able to contact me once in
three weeks.”
Trump is wrong about one
thing, Puerto Ricans have been

helping each other through
these tough times.
“All the neighbors are coming together every night on the
street and doing a bonfire for
dinner” says Rivera. “Every
neighbor brings something, one
neighbor brings rice, another
beans, another meat, anything
that they find they bring.” Embarrassed by how he has been
portrayed, Trump tried to turn
the blame on the victims. This
is not an “us” vs “them” case,
but a case where the government needs to recognize this
is a community effort not only
for the Puerto Ricans but for all
Americans.

Grace Manzo, a communication and
media arts major, is in her second year
as a columnist.
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In Light of the Massacre
The left jumps on anti-gun bandwagon after Las Vegas tragedy

L

a s t
w e e k ’ s
mass shooting in Las
Vegas has
once again
brought
AJ MELILLO
gun control
STAFF WRITER
to the forefront of the
American political discussion.
Stephen Paddock opened fire
on a crowd at a music festival
killing 59 and injuring over 500
people, making it one of the
deadliest mass shootings in the
history of the country. This attack was awful and we should
help the families directly affected by it. What we should
not do is blame guns, or the second amendment for what happened.
The left, including former
democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton, jumped
directly on the anti-gun bandwagon.
Clinton’s
reaction
doesn’t surprise me. As Rahm
Emanuel once said, “never let a
serious crisis go to waste.” You
might recognize that name; the
democrat is the Mayor of Chicago. The city has the strictest
gun laws and the most murders
in the country.
Following the tragedy, Clinton tweeted, “... The crowd fled
at the sound of gunshots. Imagine the deaths if the shooter

had a silencer, which the NRA
wants to make easier to get...
Our grief isn’t enough. We can
and must put politics aside,
stand up to the NRA, and work
together to try to stop this from
happening again.”
Hopefully you can see how
contradictory her tweets were.
The first saying we must “put
politics aside,” and in the same
sentence, attacking the National Rifle Association (NRA), a
major organization. What she
is really getting at is that she
does not want people who are
pro-gun to speak their minds. It
seems like only those with antigun sentiments are allowed to
give their opinions.
The problem with the attacks
from the perspective of the left
is that they are not considering
facts. The left seems to be reacting based on their emotions.
This is a dangerous precedent
to set because policies that derive directly from an emotional
place rather than a factual place
can lead to unsuccessful and
harmful laws in the future.
The second amendment of our
Constitution is clearly written,
“A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security
of a free State, the right of the
people to keep and bear Arms,
shall not be infringed.” The last
four words are clear: “Shall not
be infringed.”Meaning the right
to bear arms cannot and will not

ever be taken away from United
States citizens
You may be thinking that
scary people get guns and you
never know what they will do,
and you would be right. But
that is precisely why we need
guns. Statistician Leah Libresco
researched the 33,000 deaths
caused by guns every year
with her colleagues at FiveThirtyEight, and published her findings in a Washington Post article. “I used to think gun control
was the answer. My research
told me otherwise.” Libresco
said.
In this article she discusses
how she used to think the correct response to gun violence
was gun control, but what she
found shocked her. At the end
of her research she discovered
“the best ideas left standing
were narrowly tailored interventions to protect subtypes
of potential victims, not broad
attempts to limit the lethality of guns.” This proves that
gun control is not the answer,
but the next question is, what
brought her to this?
Through her research, Libresco learned that silencers do
not actually “silence” a gun, but
instead they limit the chance of
damaging the shooters’ ears.
In actuality, if there was a silencer on an AR-15 it would
still be, “about as loud as a jack
hammer,” unlike what Hillary

Clinton’s misinformed tweets
suggest. She also discovered
that about two-thirds of deaths
by guns were actually suicides,
and unfortunately even if you
take guns away from those people they will just find another
way to go through with the act.
The next highest group killed
by guns were young men, 15-34,
making up 1/5 deaths a year.
Most of these deaths are a result
of gang and street violence, and
most of these incidents are perpetrated by gang members with
illegal guns. The next highest affected group is women killed in
domestic violence cases, which
make up about 1,700 deaths per
year, a number that is far too
high for comfort, but still far
higher than those affected by
mass-shootings, which is what
most gun control legislation is
tailored to serve.
The correct answer to these
problems in our society is not
gun control. The correct answers are reaching out to people that show signs of suicide
and helping them out medically. Helping women stand up to
domestic violence and getting
those victims out of that dangerous and awful environment.
And figuring out ways to stop
gangs from taking over the lives
of young kids in inner cities.
That is how you fix the 33,000
people dying by guns, not by
taking the guns away, because,

let’s face it. All crime is illegal,
but criminals still do it. So the
idea that banning more guns is
going to keep people from killing others with guns is just nonsense..
The founding fathers made
the right to bear arms the second amendment because they
viewed it as the second most
important right. If you take
away guns, you take away the
right of the citizens to defend
themselves against not only
criminals, but also against a
totalitarian government taking
the rights away from the American citizens. We must fight
for our rights the way that our
founding fathers did, otherwise
we will lose our country.

AJ Melillo, a television and digital
media major, is in his first year as a staff
writer for The Montclarion.

Are You There Montclair Dining? It’s Me, A Resident
We need more accomodating food options on campus

B

eing
a
Montclair State
University
resident
has its ups
HALEY WELLS
and downs.
ASSISTANT COPY Not having
EDITOR
to wake up
two hours
earlier to beat the traffic or deal
with parking is a major plus.
Knowing the best lounges on
campus and getting to watch
the city lights at night from the
terrace on top of the Center for
Environmental and Life Sciences building are small treasures
that residents become familiar
with. However, the dining at
Montclair State can really put
a damper on a student’s living
experience. Between the limited
options and conflicting hours,
there is never a shortage of

problems to run into.
Everyone is aware that there
is a disappointing amount of
choices for vegans and glutenfree students. Despite the small
gluten-free stations in Sam’s
Place and Freeman Dining Hall,
students with these diets still
struggle to find meal options
throughout the day and vegans
have voiced their concerns over
their lack of choices. Besides
Chop’d in the Student Center, there are no specific places
where most of the menu is vegan. This is a problem that both
residents and commuters run
into, but commuters usually
have the option to bring leftovers from home or buy food
off campus.
Residents get the shorter
end of the stick when it comes
to Montclair State’s dining services because of the unaccommodating hours of most dining

options on campus. Opening
the “What’s Open Now” option
of the NEST app at 10 p.m. on
a Saturday night is a dangerous game. Dining halls and the
Blanton Plaza are closed, which
leaves students with a swipe
meal plan no options. Though
we can use Flex dollars and
head over to the Red Hawk
Diner or hit up Bistro 62, there
is nowhere to use swipes at
night on the weekends.
Students with swipes are able
to use them at dining halls and
for transactions that cost $6.80
or less at places that accept
them. The problem with this
meal plan is that not many places take swipes. The most popular dining option students with
swipes usually frequent is the
Student Center. Pretty much all
dining options within the Student Center take swipes. However, they hold limited hours.

Food places in the Student
Center like Panda Express, California Tortilla and Grill Nation
close relatively early during the
week, and even earlier on Fridays. On the weekends, these
places aren’t open.
Weekends at Montclair State
for residents consist of desperately trying to get off campus to
get food at places that take Red
Hawk dollars or sitting in our
rooms eating ramen noodles
for lunch and dinner. Residents
cannot use swipes to eat breakfast at dining halls until after
9:30 a.m. If you are an early riser, I hope you saved some Flex
dollars to get a bagel at Dunkin’
Donuts or pancakes at the diner.
Montclair State is probably
tired of hearing complaints
relating to dining. However,
they are usually responsive
when it comes to appealing
to everyone’s needs. Adding

vegan and gluten-free options
on campus is a new phenomenon that came about due to
students voicing their opinions.
While the majority of Montclair
State students are commuters,
the university must consider
the needs of the 5,200 students
who dorm. I guarantee those
students would agree that dining hours need to be extended
and more places need to accept
swipes. Broke college students
would be thankful to not have
to constantly spend money on
Tapingo delivery.

Haley Wells, a communication and
media arts major, is in her second
year as assistant copy editor for The
Montclarion.

Changing Majors Can Change Your Life
How switching majors can help you find yourself in college

I

f you are
confused,
terrified,
and have no
idea what
you are doJOHN SALIMBENE ing in college, you are
COLUMNIST
not alone.
Like
you,
I’m terrified. I’m no longer confused, but I’m still terrified because that never goes away and
you should get used to that if
you have not already. However
if you are reading this, I would
like you to know that there is
hope. If you are a freshman that
has no idea about which direction to go, the good news is that
you have time. That may sound
cliché, but the truth is, I am now
in my fourth year of college and
just changed my major… for
the third time. So trust me, you

have time.
I’m currently switching my
major to the Bachelor of Arts
in English to focus my education on writing and literature,
because I wish to pursue an
MFA in creative writing. However, I entered Montclair State
in the fall of 2014 as a Television and Digital Media Major
with a concentration in audio
design. I met a lot of wonderful film people, many of whom
have become some of my closest friends. I worked on a lot
of their projects and wound up
loving film so much, I switched
to the BFA in Filmmaking in the
fall of 2016. Underneath all the
amazing experiences I was having alongside all of the equally
amazing people within the program, I always had a very passionate love for writing.
It was always a semi-silent
passion of mine. I had taken

small newspaper internships
and had a couple of my poems published by small literary magazines, but never felt
like I could focus on it enough.
The funny thing is that all my
friends knew how much I loved
writing and always questioned
why I was even in the film program. If you ask any of them
they would probably tell you
that they predicted this before
I did. At the time, being in the
film program made sense, but
what I want to shed light on, is
the feeling you get when everything stops making sense.
A couple of weeks ago, I was
supposed to make my junior
film. Long before that, I had already decided that I wanted to
go to graduate school for writing and thought my only option
was to tough out the film major.
A week before my film shoot, I
had been talking to my mother
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about how stressed I was and
how little I wanted to remain in
the major and how much I wish
I could have been an English
major in the first place. Suddenly film stopped making sense,
which was terrifying.
It is a debilitating feeling. I
found myself completely defeated, and lost. It lasted days,
but it needed to happen. The
moment you realize what you
want to do with your life is
the moment in which everything around you stops making
sense. You realize that you need
to chase the one thing that helps
you make sense of all the chaos.
It was not until my mother
said, “Just switch your major”
that it clicked. That idea seemed
crazy to me before that day because I had thought that I spent
too much time on something
that I did not want to spend all
my time on. I tried to combat

that idea at first, but I realized
that I would rather take the
extra year and get my degree
happy, than sluggishly push
through being miserable.
Readers, I hope you find
that thing that brings sense to
the nonsense, and brings light
to the darkness, and gives you
purpose. Whether you figure it
out your freshman year or in
your senior year, I hope you
chase whatever it may be, because you would not be here if
you were not here to find it in
the first place.

John Salimbene, an English Major, is in
his first year as a columnnist for The
Montclarion.
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Snider-Smith is involved with the Montclair State University Players and Montclair Improv
League and Friends organization.

Photo courtesy of Martin Keating

Student Artist Profile

Dalton Snider-Smith
Dalton Snider-Smith is a sophomore majoring in filmmaking
and minoring in musical theater.
Snider-Smith describes the thrill
of performing on stage, as well
as sharing her passions towards
filmmaking.
Q: How would you define
yourself as an artist?
A: I tend to identify first as
an actor because I’ve done it
for so long and then as a filmmaker. However, both are very
important to me.
Q: What is the best part of
being a multifaceted artist?
A: The best part about having multiple forms of art in
my life is that there’s always
a creative outlet; I never get
bored! I can throw my energy
into practicing a monologue or
scene and preparing for an audition. I can organize information and get ready for my next
film set. I can also just sit down
in front of my laptop and write
for hours.
Q: What prompted you to
start acting?
A: My parents were both
theater majors in college so
I’ve always had an appreciation for acting. I also loved
reading aloud in class, even in
elementary school. In middle
school, I did it casually but

high school is where it really
picked up. I was in a drama
class sophomore year and my
teacher offhandedly guessed
none of us would choose acting as a career. That, for some
reason, made me so mad and I
realized it was because I never
wanted to stop acting. I started
to take acting super seriously
and made sure to audition for
everything that came my way.
That same teacher ended up
awarding me the school’s drama scholarship two years later,
which felt pretty good.
Q: When did you start making films?
A: As for filmmaking, my
friends and I just always had a
habit of picking up a camera or
our phones and recording silly
stories at sleepovers. They got
more refined as we got older
until we were recording short
films with intricate plots every
time we hung out. I tended to
gravitate towards directing
them.
Q: When and why did you
decide to pursue filmmaking
as a career?
A: I was watching “The Princess Bride,” and I was thinking,
I want to make people feel this
same way. So, I decided to pursue it as a career.
Q: What is your favorite part

Snider-Smith played Annie Sullivan in Cedar Grove High
School’s production of “The Miracle Worker”.

of acting and preforming?
A: My favorite part of acting
is when I start my performance,
especially on the stage. I’m so
anxious and unsure while I’m
preparing. Then I meditate and
remind myself how hard I’ve
worked. The second I walk out
onto the stage into the blinding lights or the film director
calls “action,” all my fears melt
away and I become that character for the duration of the performance. It’s a cathartic feeling and I thrive during it.
Q: What have you learned
through being a filmmaker?
A: Through being a film student, I have learned just how
difficult making art can be.
There are so many facets to
making a film and every one of
them needs to be under control
for the final product to be good.
It is an expensive and exact art,
but it can yield such awesome
results.
Q: What have you learned
through working in theater?
A: In theater, I have learned
how deeply we can connect
through performance. A good
performance can make an audience cry together, laugh together, get mad together, anything!
Q: Can you tell me about
performance or piece that you

Photo courtesy of Cedar Grove High School

were particularly proud of?
A: A performance I was
particularly proud of was my
junior year of high school when
I played the lead in “The Miracle Worker,” Annie Sullivan. It
was my first lead role and I had
so many lines to memorize. But
I put my whole heart into that
performance and for weeks afterward, students and teachers
would come up to me and tell
me how much I struck them in
the show. My pottery teacher
told me that it was the first
high school show she went to
see in years because it was one
of her favorites, and she’s glad
she did because she had never
been so affected by an Annie
Sullivan before. I was very
close with my freshman math
teacher, who also ran a lot of
the behind the scenes play
stuff, and when she saw it and I
met her at the stage door still in
makeup, she cried and hugged
me and of course I cried too. It
was an incomparable and indescribable experience
Q: What is your biggest motivation?
A: My biggest motivation
lies within my passion. I honestly cannot see myself working anywhere else but the entertainment industry. Nothing
else would fulfill me as much.

Snider-Smith performing in a
one act Montclair State Players prodcution.

I do it because I have to and because I love it.
Q: Who are your biggest
supporters?
A: I believe my parents are
my biggest supporters. My
mom has given me nothing,
but encouragement. Both my
mom and dad checks in to see
what projects I am working on
and to collaborate with me.
Both of them have the utmost
faith in me and push me to be
my best.
Q: Do you feel your art has
helped you grow as a person?
A: I have grown so much as
a person through my art. It
has given me a positive outlet
when I am upset, taught me
how to be professional and determined, and taught me how
to handle stressful situations
with hope and patience
Q: What’s your latest project?
A: I am currently casting for
my latest film project. It is a
comedy about friendship and
werewolves to put it simply. I
will be filming the last weekend in October and I am so
excited to put it all together.
Coincidentally, that weekend
is also when I will be performing in the MSU Player’s annual
rendition of Rocky Horror Picture Show.

Photos courtesy of Meg Foley
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2017 NYC Comic Con
Meet & Greets, Discussion Panels and More

Freshman Taylor Jones met actress Jennifer
Tilly, who has played “Tiffany” in the Chucky
horror films.

Photo courtesy of Michael Jones

Sophomore Rachel Bentacur poses as the
pink power ranger next to Walter Emanuel
Jones (left) and David Yost (right)from the
original “Mighty Morphin Power Rangers.”

Senior Nicolette Cetrulo (middle), who dressed up as
“Pearl” from Steven Universe, attended this year’s Comic
Con with senior Bailee Gilbert (left) and 2016 alumni Khadijah Danielian. Gilbert dressed as Marty McFly from “Back
to the Future” and Danielian was Beast Wart from “Over
the Garden Wall.”

Nicholas De Silva
Staff Writer
Comic Con, one of the most
exciting events in pop culture,
took place from Oct. 5 to Oct. 8,
at the Javits Center in New York
City. The four-day long event
is not just a celebration of geek
culture and pop entertainment,
but a great opportunity to expand ones horizons and create
lasting memories.
First held in 2006, the convention often hosts fans of comic books, television shows, movies and video games. Crowds of
fans walked into the Javits Center and turned it into a human
traffic jam.
Montclair State University
freshman Taylor Jones discussed the hassle of trying to
avoid the human traffic jam.
“It can get very crazy walking around the place since so
many people come each year,”
Jones said.
Jones waited in line for an
hour to meet actress Jennifer
Tilly and the cast of “The Cult
of Chucky.”
“This is my second time going to Comic Con,” said sophomore and fashion studies major
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Photo courtesy of Khadijah Danielian
At one booth, a vendor held up
a politically satirical comic book
cover of President Trump.
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“Comic Con amazes me each year and I look
forward to going back every time.”
-Taylor Jones, fine arts major

Rachel Bentacur. “There were
so many costumes, discussion
panels and posters to look at.
When you’re at Comic Con, you
forget about the outside world.”
Bentacur describes her nostalgic meet and greet with actors Walter Emanuel Jones,
David Yost and Jason David
Frank—the original Mighty
Morphin Power Rangers. She
embraced Jones and Yost, saying she didn’t want to let them
go.
Bentacur discussed meeting
former green and white power
ranger Jason David Frank.
“It was a two and a half hour
wait to meet him, but it was so
worth it,” Bentacur said.
One of New York Comic Con’s

perks is that it gives fans opportunities to meet certain actors
while also getting their picture
or autograph. One of those actors was Paris Themmen, best
known for his role as Mike TeeVee in the classic, “Willy Wonka
And The Chocolate Factory.”
Paris talked to fans and took
pictures with them. He even
went as far as to record a video
message for a teenage girl’s dad
who couldn’t attend the event.
Paris loves talking to people
who say Willy Wonka positively impacted them.
There were also several promotional exhibits for fans to
view at the convention. One of
the exhibits was a costume and
prop gallery for the hotly antici-

pated film, “Star Wars: The Last
Jedi.”
Several brand ambassadors
that work with Disney to promote the film hosted the exhibit. One of these ambassadors, CJ
Demato, devoted all of his time
at the exhibit. Demato noted
that the job prevented him from
being able to personally enjoy
the convention. However, New
York Comic Con is his favorite
part of the year.
In addition to entertainment
companies, comic book stores
were also trying to promote
their businesses. One of those
comic book stores was MidTown Comics, which set up a
booth that sold products and
offered photo ops.

One of the people responsible for setting up this booth was
MidTown Comics’ Marketing
Assistant and Event Coordinator, Henry Varona. Varona described the four day convention
as a non-stop experience where
he had to make sure everything
ran smoothly. For Varona and
his company, the convention
serves as an opportunity to
show that MidTown Comics is
one of the best comic book companies in the world.
Whether it was to buy merchandise, promote company
ventures or to spend time with
strangers and friends, New
York Comic Con had something
for everyone.
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‘Carrie the Musical’ Set for Oct. 20 Debut

Director Matt Williams leads the ensemble of “Carrie The Musical” through a complicated dance number.

System Designer Abbie Martin and Assistant
Audio Engineer Laurie Pavero work with the QLab
audio program.

Robert O’Connor
Assistant Entertainment Editor

Montclair State University’s
Peak Performances’ first show
of the year, “Carrie the Musical” will open on Oct. 20 and
run through Oct. 28. Based
on Stephen King’s iconic 1974
novel, the award winning 1976
film, and the 2013 movie remake, “Carrie the Musical”
follows the now classic tale of
misfit telekinetic, Carrie, and
her unforgettable prom.
Director Matt Williams is no
stranger to this production. He
choreographed the 2012 offBroadway revival of the show.
Additionally, he’s worked on
“All About Me,” with Michael
Feinstein, and choreographed
Will Ferrell’s one-man show.
While Williams said the show
follows some elements of both
King’s novel and the 1976 film,
he’s grateful the cast has the
option to go back to “one of the
best American horror novels”
for answers and guidance.
Choreographer Kim Whittam, also the MFA Dance Assis-

Robert O’Connor| The Montclarion

tant to the Director and part of
the faculty of the ballet dance
program, is working closely
with Williams to interpret his
vision. She said that this show
had considerably less signature choreography than “West
Side Story,” the previous show
she worked on. For “Carrie the
Musical,” she “came at it with
a clean palate.”
As a sophomore in the musical theater program, Taylor
Aragon is making her theatrical debut as the title character
in “Carrie the Musical.” While
it contains fantastical moments, she sees it as “a coming of age story, so anyone can
relate.” For Aragon, her favorite scenes in the show are the
prom sequence, as well as the
scene when Tommy asks Carrie to prom. She finds it to be
a cute and humane scene that
does a lot to ground Carrie.
Hattie Marks, who portrays
Margaret - Carrie’s overbearing, religious mother - said she
can’t view Margaret as the villain but as a genuine human
with her own reasons for doing things. Marks sees her as
an angel of God with no choice

Robert O’Connor| The Montclarion

Director Matt Williams and Fight Choreographer Rick
Robert O’Connor| The Montclarion
Sordelet pose behind the scenes of “Carrie the Musical.”

but to save her daughter. Marks
thanked Mark Hardy, a musical
theater professor at Montclair
State, for being especially helpful as she’s taken what she’s
learned in class and brought it
to the stage.
Danny LeMache, a sophomore in the musical theater
program, is making his main
stage debut as Tommy, Carrie’s
prom date. He finds it easy to
relate to the character because
he “was basically Tommy Ross
in high school.” As the show
has such a sharp focus on the
feminine experience, LeMache
said he felt the weight of playing the male lead. Because of
the story’s focus on the female
characters, he finds himself creating his character motivations
himself, an exercise he deems
challenging but rewarding.
“Carrie the Musical” is almost entirely a student production. With guidance from faculty, Montclair State students
are running nearly all elements
of the show, from lighting to
sound design. System designer
Abbie Martin is responsible for
speakers, electronic setup, and
implementing sound, among

other duties. Martin said it’s a
lot of work, but very fun and
rewarding.
German Martinez, the second sound designer, deals with
designing and developing
sound effects for the show. Both
are grateful for the help and instruction of Scott O’Brien, the
head of the sound department.
Rick Sordelet is not only the
fight director for the show, but
he’s also a leader in the industry with a plethora of Broadway
credits, including “Fences,”
and “The Lion King.” Sordelet
teaches a stage combat course
at Montclair State.
For Williams, the best part
of working on “Carrie the Musical” is watching the cast grow
and discover “the golden nugget of truth in a scene.” An element he included into the set
design is a pickup truck, as
he said vehicles are often important components of King’s
works. For example, King’s
novel “Christine” focused on
a killer car, and his directorial
debut, “Maximum Overdrive,”
similarly featured an evil car.
The pickup truck on stage
works as a multiplatform set

piece, functioning for different
elements throughout the show.
With such a large turnout
for auditions, Williams and
his team have created ten additional ensemble characters,
each closely based on a character from King’s novel. Working
on the production has been a
long process, as it’s been going on since Sept. 7. Williams
explicitly stated that he wants
no one under 14 years old in
the auditorium for the show,
as it contains adult content,
language and themes younger
children will have difficulty understanding.
Come and see “Carrie the
Musical” at Memorial Auditorium at Montclair State. The
show runs from Oct. 20 to Oct.
28. For more information about
exact dates and times, students
can visit the Peak Performance
website.
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College Radio Day
WMSC-FM Hosts 33-Hour Live Broadcast

WMSC took over Rocky the Redhawk’s Snapchat account.

Hiral Patel
Staff Writer
Jake Gongora
Staff Writer
Montclair State University’s
campus radio station, WMSCFM, streamed its seventh annual College Radio Day on Friday,
Oct. 6. The event consisted of 33
hours of live broadcasting, with
26 bands performing in studio
sessions.
“I came out to help the loading crew because I was just sitting in the office thinking, ‘I can
do so much more to help,’” said
freshman and filmmaking major Joshua Noeltirado, describing his first College Radio Day
experience.”I think it’s great doing this, especially for my first
year at Montclair State.”
Noeltirado mentioned how
this event could help him prepare for a career opportunity in
videography. He would also be
able to establish bonds with the
bands he had met.
College Radio Day is focused

on expanding listenership
among college stations worldwide and keeping students
informed on various subjects,
like news and entertainment.
Its mission is also to expose and
promote new bands.
This year’s theme, Passionately Vocal, Seriously Local,
was presented by WMSC-FM
General Manager Anabella Poland.
“During College Radio Day,
I never sleep,” said WMSC Senior Producer Mike Grippa. “I
do a show overnight and assist
in any way possible. I try to fix
any problems that may arise
during the 33-hour marathon.”
Grippa, a senior majoring in
Theater Studies, has also been
WMSC’s production director
and assistant production director. He explains that College
Radio Day is a celebration and
how college radio has helped
him find his own voice.
“It helped me come out of my
shell and not be as shy as I was

Photo courtesy of WMSC

prior to college,” Grippa said.
There were 26 bands booked,
including PromMoms that was
formed just three days before
College Radio Day by WMSC’s
Programming Director Mike
Stringham and Music Director
Austin Resnick, a senior majoring in television and digital
media.
“PromMoms was quickly
put together after one band
cancelled their performance,”
said WMSC Production Director Christian Curtola, a junior
double majoring in television
production and history.
Curtola said they performed
two of their original songs and
they covered songs from famous artists as well.
Some of the bands that performed in the new studios of
the School of Communication
and Media building were Use
Big Words, Dylan Young, Shark
Club, The Planet You and many
more.
Poland reached out to the

Space age/experimental pop band Erotica consists of Jo Roman (left), Adam Kenter
(center) and Neil Torman (right).

lead singer of Poison, Bret Michaels, and asked him to share
some words about College Radio Day.
“Hello, this is Bret Michaels
saying mega congratulations
to World College Radio Day,”
Michaels said. “The role that
you play in breaking bands and
helping our careers is unbelievable. Thank you, College Radio
Day. You rock my world.”
Acoustic punk musician
from Clifton, New Jersey, Joe
Billy, was the second to last performance. College Radio Day
concluded with the last performance by the band In-Dreamview. WMSC thanked everyone
who helped make this 33-hour
event a successful one, including the Video Production Club,
Red Hawk Life and their supporters.
“We’ve had such a great
opportunity promoting many
local artists and having them
speak on the air,” Resnick said.

Photo courtesy of Jake Gongora

“During College Radio Day, I never sleep. I do a show
overnight and assist in any way possible. I try to fix any
problems that may arise during the 33-hour marathon.”
- Mike Grippa, WMSC senior producer
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Critics Corner
‘The Mountain Between Us’ Book-to-Film
Adaptation Gone Wrong
Noah Orent
Conributing Writer

You walk into an airport and
learn that your flight home has
been grounded due to hazardous weather conditions. Overhearing a stranger in the same
predicament, you offer to help
the person out and book two
seats on a charter plane. You
think your problem has been
solved. Just as you’re about to
sit back and relax, the plane
crashes mid-flight.
Stranded in the middle of
nowhere, you’re now faced
with two options: stay where
you are and wait for medical
assistance to come or take your
chances and trek through the
unforgiving wilderness with
someone you’ve just met.
“The Mountain Between Us”
is a romance disaster film based
on Charles Martin’s 2011 novel

attempting to bring the scenario to the film side. However, it
only succeeds in wasting the
audience’s time with a chockfull piece of tired clichés, trite
dialogue and a snowy tryst that
is almost unbearable to watch.
The film kicks off introducing Alex Martin, played by
actress Kate Winslet, and Dr.
Ben Bass, played by actor Idris Elba. Winslet’s character is
a photojournalist while Elba’s
plays a neurosurgeon. She is
traveling to New York for her
wedding while he is on his way
to Baltimore for a critical operation. The only thing they have
in common is that their flights
out of Idaho have been canceled
because of an incoming storm.
Determined to get to where
they need to be, the two strang-

ers join forces and charter a
private plane to Denver. When
their pilot, played by Beau
Bridges, suffers a fatal stroke
the plane crashes into the side
of a snow-capped mountain
range. Martin and Bass realize
they must work together if they
are going to make it back to civilization alive.
The thing about this film is
that it is a classic example of a
book-to-film adaptation gone
wrong. Chris Weitz and J. Mills
Goodloe’s screenplay mutilates
Martin’s text by not only changing the names and locations of
the characters, but by adding a
third act that was unnecessary.
Director Hany Abu-Assad,
known for spearheading the
Academy Award nominated
films “Paradise Now” and

“Omar”, only makes matters
worse by failing to strike a balance between the two genres.
The mixing of genres disrupted
the flow of the narrative until it
is muddled.
The film suffers from a
deep-seeded
predictability.
Abandoned cabins are hidden
in plain sight, loaded flare guns
are conveniently placed and vicious cougars are easily killed.
There are so many hackneyed
moments where the film crew
didn’t bother to think about
fleshing out the circumstances
in order to create what could
have been a perilous journey
through the furthest reaches of
civilization.
There is little to enjoy about
this film, especially since no
one can connect with either of

the central characters. The cowriters’ attempt to establish
Martin and Bass as polar opposites is a cheap one and prevents
the emotional connection they
eventually forge from becoming real or meaningful. There
is nothing driving them as they
meander down the mountain
range through the forest. There
is nothing but a “determination”
to make it back home and continue living their normal lives.
The only living thing who
deserves any praise is the golden Labrador who accompanies
Alex and Ben as they embark on
their quest.
One might describe the trailer
for “The Mountain Between Us”
as suspenseful and sentimental,
but there’s only one word to describe the final product: insipid.

‘Blade Runner 2049’ Is A Science Fiction
Masterpiece
Diego Coya
Staff Writer

“Blade Runner 2049” is the
highly anticipated sequel to the
1982 science fiction cult classic,
“Blade Runner.” The film stars
actors Ryan Gosling, Harrison
Ford, Robin Wright, Ana de Armas, Jared Leto, Sylvia Hoeks
and Dave Batista.
The film takes place 30 years
after the events of the original
“Blade Runner” movie. Officer
K, played by Ryan Gosling, is a
Blade Runner who tracks down
replicants, or bioengineered androids. He is assigned to a case,
which later leads him to discover something more significant
that may impact his life. He
seeks out Rick Deckard, who is
played by Harrison Ford and
has been missing for 30 years.
There is much more to the
story, but since Director Denis
Villeneuve asked movie critics
to not share the film’s plot details, I will honor that. I was in-

credibly excited for “Blade Runner 2049” because as someone
who is a huge fan of the original film, I have wanted to see a
sequel for quite some time. The
trailers made me even more excited because Denis Villenueve
is one of the best filmmakers
working today. After seeing this
film, I can confirm that “Blade
Runner 2049” is undoubtedly
one of the greatest sequels ever
made.
“Blade Runner 2049” is a science fiction masterpiece that I
believe will eventually become
a filmmaking classic. From its
brilliant story, top notch acting,
incredible writing and phenomenal visual effects, “Blade Runner 2049” is everything a viewer would want in a film. Even
though this film is two hours
and forty five minutes long,
there is not one single frame
that drags. I could have stayed

in the theater for another two
hours. The film is still on my
mind. I am dying to see it again.
When it comes to the performances, everyone does a
terrific job. Ryan Gosling as Officer K was excellent. He delivers a very good performance as
a character with a mysterious
past that is battling his own demons. As the film progresses,
his character becomes more
complex and it makes the viewer want to know more about
him. His work in “Blade Runner 2049” is one of Gosling’s
best performances.
Harrison Ford also does an
incredible job revising his role
as Rick Deckard. Even though
he doesn’t get much screen time
in the first film, Ford brings his
A-game to the table. I’ll go as
far as saying that this is one of
his very best performances as
well. Sylvia Hoeks delivers a

phenomenal performance as a
female replicant. Her character
is evil, tough and complex. She
gave a breakthrough performance and I can’t wait to see
what film she is in next. While
he doesn’t get much screen
time, Jared Leto delivers an unsettling performance as a blind
man who creates replicants.
Even though I wish he was in
the film a tad more, he makes
every second of his screen time
count.
All of the other supporting actors are truly amazing.
The writing in the film is nothing short of superb. There are
scenes of dialogue that are so
riveting that you can watch two
actors speak to each other for
hours without a care. The way
the writers and director continued the story after the original
is brilliant. I personally can’t
comprehend how they were

able to pull it off.
The plot is excellent and
frankly, I envy the writers and
director for being so clever.
“Blade Runner 2049” also does
a fine job in the technical department. The visual effects are
astounding. The creation of the
world of “Blade Runner” was
breathtaking.
The score was also spectacular. Hans Zimmer is one
of the best composers working today. The cinematography
was jaw dropping, making this
Roger Deakins’ year to win an
Oscar without question. From
its start to the film’s conclusion,
it exceeded my expectations in
every department. Even though
it is a sequel, “Blade Runner
2049” does not feel like a film
setting the stage for more films.
It wants to be its own stand
alone film.

‘Battle of the Sexes’ Is An Important
And Socially Relevant Film
Josue Dajes
Managing Editor
“Battle of the Sexes” dives
into the metaphor of gender
inequality in sports that represents the bigger issue of the
respect women deserve in society whether it be inside or
outside of sports. The film lays
out “sexes” as a term to define
men, women, but also so much
more. The movie touches on
sexual orientation and the internal battle between people
of all genders that can’t externally express how they feel out
of fear of being judged by the
public. This was the case of Billie Jean King.
In 1973, Billie Jean King
was known as one of the best
female tennis players in the
world. During that time, a majority of men believed that they
were superior at sports. At the
time, men simply believed that
they were better than women
in most aspects of life, especially the hobbies and jobs that
men created and were used
to doing. Women did not get

the respect they deserved and
that’s what King was fighting
for.
King was played by 2017
Academy Award Best Actress
winner Emma Stone. It was a
great performance by Stone,
who for the first time in her career played an actual person in
a movie based on true events.
She exemplified the type of
person King is.
After winning the U.S. Open
women’s singles championship, she became the top ranked
female tennis player in the
world. Despite her talents, she
along with other female tennis
players were getting paid eight
times less than the male tennis
players. Jack Kramer, played
by Bill Pullman King, was the
head of the U.S. Lawn Tennis
Association and believed men
were better tennis players than
females. Kramer felt that men
drew more spectators, therefore they should get paid more.
He refused to grant King the

same amount of prize money
for the women’s single championship compared to the men’s
single championship, even
though they actually drew the
same amount of spectators.
King would not stand for this.
She along with eight other female tennis players made up
their own female league, signing $1 contracts. They became
sponsored by Virginia Slims
and the movement for equality
began. The league became really popular, and the players had
the opportunity to earn fair
amount of prize money. The
league evolved to what is now
known as the Women’s Tennis
Association (WTA).
Bobby Riggs, played by
Steve Carell, was a retired tennis great with a gambling problem, though he didn’t consider
it much of a problem because
he always won. He decided
to challenge the top women’s
player in the world to a match
for $100,000 to prove that men

were superior to women. Carell
played the funny character in
the film and gave it that comedic aspect that made the movie
seem less like a documentary.
He first faced off against
Margaret Court, one of King’s
fiercest rivals, after King had
declined Riggs’s original offer.
After Court lost to Riggs, King
could not accept the humiliation and low self-esteem placed
on women. She decided to take
Riggs up on his offer, and the
rest is history. She defeated
Riggs on one of the grandest
stages of the time, the Houston Astro Dome. There was a
record crowd of about 30,000,
and about 50 million people
watching on TV. The match is
known as the Battle of the Sexes.
King proved Riggs, Kramer and all men who doubted the
capabilities of women, wrong.
It inspired so many young girls
to not be afraid to follow their
dreams in a world that was

mostly ruled by men.
The movie also drew upon
King’s internal struggle with
lesbianism and her infidelity to her husband. There’s a
scene towards the end where
King’s dress designer who is
gay, tells her that one day, she
will be able to be happy being
who she is and loving who she
loves. King did not want her
sexual orientation to be out in
the public and become a distraction from her one true love
of the sport of tennis.
“Battle of the Sexes” isn’t
your typical sports movie, or
a “42” type movie. You can’t
go in there expecting it to be
an action packed, suspenseful
sports movie about social issues. Carell gives it that humor
that you don’t see in other socially impactful sports movies.
Whether you like sports or not
and are a woman or not, it’s a
great story and an important
part of history.
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Music/Video Game Reviews
The Killers’ ‘Wonderful Wonderful’ is Just as
the Name Suggests
Anthony Gabbianelli
Sports Editor
I had Sept. 22 circled on
my calendar for some time now.
The date meant nothing to me
before The Killers announced
that their new album, “Wonderful Wonderful,” would be
released on that day. The Killers were really the first band I
could remember really liking
growing up. “Mr. Brightside”
was one of my favorite songs
off “Hot Fuss,” and to this day, I
love that song and album just as
much as I did when I was seven or eight. We haven’t heard
anything new from The Killers
in about five years, so we were
due for something amazing.
This album delivers it.
The title track and one of
the four singles off the album,
“Wonderful Wonderful,” is
probably one of the odder Killers tracks I’ve heard. With foreign horns starting off the track
and a pretty thick bassline, I initially thought this song wasn’t
going to be one that I would
like. The lyrics are, too, odd; using words and terms that one
might find in older literature. I
was surprised to really like how
the whole song worked and
must say it won me over after a
couple of listens. I would really
like to see a music video for this

because it can really support the
imagery the song depicts.
“The Man,” is the album’s
second track and was the
band’s first single for the album. A groovier song than The
Killers are known for, this song
pumped me up. Honestly, I’ll
listen to this song if I’m doing
a presentation or if I have a big
day ahead of me and I just need
something to get me going. It
makes you feel like no one is
better than you, because you’re
the man. I really liked some of
the electronic influence in the
song too. The robotic “you’re
looking at the man,” towards
the end of the chorus stands out
to me. Also “USDA certified
lean,” will be in my Twitter bio,
that’s how much I love that line.
“Rut,” follows these two great
songs. To be honest, this song
sounds like it belongs on Battleborn, but if Battleborn were
made today. The first half of the
song I was liking it, not as much
as the first two tracks, but I still
appreciated it. But the second
half really declined. The message of the song I liked; how no
matter what gets in my way, I’ll
still fight through it until I reach
the top. The song pretty much
lost me when they kept chant-

ing, “I’ll climb and I’ll climb,”
but that further into the second
half of the song. I wasn’t feeling
this song the more it went on.
The start of the fourth song,
“Life to Come,” really captured
me. It felt like this was the track
that was going to stand out from
rest; that this was the one song
that I’m going to like more than
any of the others. But that feeling faded the more and more I
listened to “Life to Come.” The
chorus isn’t particularly great,
but I could see people being on
the fence with this song, too.
What the song tries to do with
the lyrics is great, but the vocals
don’t really keep up with the instrumentals. I like the song, but
it could have been that much
better.
The third of the singles off
the new album and the fifth
track is “Run for Cover.” This
song is fantastic. It’s fast paced,
it’s loud, it makes me want to
run. The music video is great,
too, and fits the song amazingly. The “fake news,” is really
the only part that I’m not a fan
of, simply because it feels out of
place, but this is a terrific track
to finish the first half of the album with. It’s definitely one of
my favorites.

Starting the second half of
the album is “Tyson vs Douglas.” The song’s title and samples come from the 1990 fight
between boxers Mike Tyson
and Buster Douglas, a match
that ended with Tyson losing
for the first time ever and losing his Heavyweight Championship belt. The track is great,
especially the idea of the song.
Seeing someone get knocked
out that you once thought was
invulnerable, having to keep
up that hero status for those
who look up to you after that,
and utter disbelief are all in this
song and it’s fantastic.
Taking it a lot slower is “Some
Kind of Love,” the last single off
Wonderful Wonderful. The seventh track is a pretty good night
driving kind of song. It’s spacey,
takes it’s time, until a smooth
bassline kicks in. There’s not
much in this four-and-a-halfminute long song, but it works
to its advantage. This is going to
be that song where everyone at
the concert puts on their lights
on their phone and waves them
slowly side to side. The song
paints a pretty image and that’s
why I like it so much.
“Out of My Mind,” is the
eighth track and it’s another

great song. The song seemingly is about the relationship
between Brandon Flowers, the
lead singer of The Killers, and
his wife. It’s quite a cute song
once you read the lyrics. He
boasts about who he sang with
and what he’s done solo and
with The Killers, but his wife
never seems impressed. I think
the one thing about this song I
like the most is that it just shows
you how far the band and Flowers have gone. Hot Fuss came
out 13 years ago and the band
and Flowers never stopped
making great music. It makes
me appreciate the band more.
“Why is Woody Harrelson
reading me Bible quotes?” is
something I thought I would
never say to myself, but it does
in “The Calling,” the album’s
ninth song. The song is odd,
way odder than Wonderful
Wonderful, but it’s still pretty
good. I’m sure the song won’t
be for everyone but it’s another
on-the-fence song that’ll take
a couple of listens to get in to.
The biblical references will have
most looking online for an explanation, and they’ll be happy
to know that in context with the
song, it works very well.

Kid Cudi Kicks Off ‘Passion, Pain & Demon
Slayin’’ Tour in Philadelphia
Diego Torrado
Contributing Writer
On Saturday, Sept. 30, American rapper, Kid Cudi, performed in Philadelphia for the
first stop of his national “Passion, Pain & Demon Slayin’”
tour.
Based on Cudi’s 2016 album
of the same title, the concert’s
stage design emulated his signature psychedelic and dark
sound. The new design included prop trees, bushes, moss and
rocks to create the illusion of a
forest.
A large screen that changed
visuals for every song Cudi
performed was behind the

props. For example, when he
performed his 2016 single “Frequency,” the screen portrayed
an enchanted forest with purple
women dancing along to the
tune. When he performed his
other 2016 single “Surfin’,” the
screen changed to a fast-paced
visual of moving clouds and a
bright blue sky. Additionally,
the visual effects were paired
with live effects, including
lights, smoke, confetti and fake
snow, that were all used to deliver an eccentric experience.
Hundreds of fans waited
outside of the venue for hours

before the concert began. Paul
Strominger, a die-hard Cudi
fan, waited the longest.
“I love Kid Cudi,” Strominger
said. “This will be my third
time seeing him. He’s gotten
me through a lot of tough times.
I have a personal connection
to his music. He’s forever the
greatest of all time to me.”
Strominger was just one of the
thousands of fans who showed
up excited while wearing Cudi
merchandise and chanting every lyric.
During the nearly two-hour
long performance, Cudi per-

formed his popular hits like
“Day n Nite,” “Marijuana”
and “Father Stretch My Hands,
Pt.1,” as well as songs from
his “Passion, Pain & Demon
Slayin’” album like “Baptized
in Fire,” “Rose Golden” and
“Kitchen.”
Before performing what
might be his most influential
song, “Pursuit of Happiness,”
Cudi shared a heartfelt message
to the crowd.
“I want to thank you for supporting me when I needed you
most.” Cudi said warmly to the
crowd. “I want you to know

man, no matter what you’re going through, you can make it
through.”
This inspiring message comes
after a difficult year for Cudi.
In September of 2016, Cudi
checked himself into rehab for
depression and suicidal urges.
Cudi has been vocal about his
struggle with his mental health
both publicly and in his music
for his entire career. The performance that followed the speech
moved some concert-goers to
tears. Overall, fans were happy
to see that Cudi was content
and healthy.

‘Cuphead’ is a Dazzling Homage to
20th Century Cartoons
Javier Reyes
Contributing Writer
From the game’s title screen,
accompanied by a tune that
could be associated with oldies
tunes like The Chordettes’ “Mr.
Sandman”, it’s made abundantly clear that “Cuphead” exudes
a presentational fervor and personality like no other.
In development since 2010 by
Studio MDHR, an indie game
development company consisting of brothers Jared and Chad
Moldenhauer, “Cuphead” is
a an action platformer for the
Xbox One and PC inspired by
classical cartoons of the preWorld War II era. The game
follows the eponymous Cuphead and his brother Mugman
who—after disobeying their el-

der’s warnings, find themselves
in debt with the Devil after losing a game of dice. They must
then defeat a series of bosses
in order to repay him and save
their souls.
What stands out the most
about “Cuphead” is its absolutely gorgeous aesthetic. It’s
a finely tuned amalgamation
of all things that old-fashioned
cartoons fancied in the past.
This is seen in the imaginative
and outlandish character designs. It is seen from Cuphead
himself to the various bosses,
which are easily the game’s biggest highlight, like a giant carrot shooting energy rays and an
ancient genie hurtling sarcoph-

agus’ filled with deadly cats.
A gamer can enjoy the finer,
nuanced details like the goofy
“boink” sound effects made
when you’re hit by enemies
and the crackles in the display
like a projector for a black and
white film from the 1920’s. This
results in a game that’s sure to
remind players of old classics
like “Steamboat Willie” and
deliver a satisfying nostalgia infused tribute that would make
even the legendary Walt Disney
blush.
While the style of the art
itself should make “Cuphead”
worth anyone’s investment, its
aesthetics do not replace fine
gameplay. The game can be

broken down into run and gun
segments, aerial dogfights and
boss stages. As mentioned earlier, “Cuphead” shines brightest when you battle against its
many bosses. Each boss is creative and distinct in its own
way. The run and gun stages are
well designed and feel like an
ode to the old “Contra” games
of the 1990’s, but this is a game
focused on its titanic boss menaces.
It should be made clear that
“Cuphead” is not the game for
the faint of heart. The game is
brutally difficult. So much so
that it becomes frustrating at
times. This level of difficulty is
actually a good thing because

even though you may perish after being hit by a stray fireball
for the hundredth time, it never
feels unfair. It feels like it’s your
own fault and that you have to
keep at it in order to learn how
to overcome the odds. There are
plenty of unlockable upgrades
and skills to experiment with
during each encounter throughout the game.
By and large, playing “Cuphead” is a satisfying experience. In an industry filled with
a litany of blockbuster titles, it’s
refreshing to see a smaller-scale
heartfelt adventure with an indelible art style in old-school
platform gameplay.
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This Week In
Red Hawk
Sports
THU 10/12
Women’s Volleyball at
William Paterson
7 p.m.

FRI 10/13
Women’s Volleyball vs United
States Coast Guard Academy
(in Hoboken, NJ)
4 p.m.
Women’s Volleyball vs
Fairleigh Dickinson
University-Florham Campus
(in Hoboken, NJ)
6 p.m.
Field Hockey at
Rowan University
7 p.m.

SAT 10/14
Men’s Swimming vs.
Homecoming Meet
1 p.m.
Women’s Volleyball at
Stevens Institute
of Technology
10 a.m.
Men’s Soccer at
The College of New Jersey
1 p.m.
Women’s Soccer vs.
The College of New Jersey
1 p.m.
Women’s Swimming vs.
Homecoming Meet
1 p.m.
Football vs.
Salisbury University
(Homecoming)
2 p.m.
Women’s Volleyball vs.
Union College
(in Hoboken, NJ)
2 p.m.

SUN 10/15
Women’s Cross Country at
Cougar Chase Invitational
TBA

MON 10/16
No Games

TUE 10/17
Men’s Soccer at
Alfred University
7 p.m.
Women’s Volleyball vs
Moravian College
7 p.m.
Field Hockey at
Kean University
7:30 p.m.

WED 10/18
No Games
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Field Hockey Streak Snapped at 12
Montclair State falls to The College Of New Jersey 3-0
Bryanna Luciano
Staff Writer

Montclair State University’s
Field Hockey team shut out
New Jersey Atlantic Conference (NJAC) rival William Paterson University Wednesday,
Oct. 4 on their home turf. The
Red Hawks added another win
to their streak, improving their
record to 12-0 and keeping their
rank as no. 3 in the conference.
Junior Kailey Dalgauer played
one of her feistiest games of the
season, contributing to all three
goals in the 3-0 victory over the
Pioneers. Dalgauer committed
seven shots on goal, two goals
and one assist.
With 28:05 on the clock, Dalgauer connected with the cage
from a solid shot at the top of
the circle through traffic. The
Red Hawks held the first goal of
the game unassisted against the
Pioneers who remained scoreless in the first half.
At the beginning of the second quarter, Dalgauer seemed
hungry for more when she
scored the second shot of the
game for the Red Hawks after
she received a corner insert pass
on the right side by midfielder
Meghan Mollahan. Dalgauer
flipped a shot on the right post
for her sixth goal of the season.
Not only did the midfielder
have a crucial assist in the Red
Hawks’ lead, but Mollahan
acted as a key leader for Montclair State’s defense, which only
allowed William Paterson two
shots on goal the entire game.
Kaitlyn Struss added a third
goal to Montclair State’s lead at
the 51:17 mark with an assist by
Dalgauer. The senior forward
intercepted the ball from the
Pioneers and laid one in the net
after receiving a swift pass from
the top of the circle. Struss leads
the team with her 11th goal of
the season.
Montclair State senior goalie
Kaitlin Maguire and sophomore goalie Nicole Andriani
worked together and used their
strengths to leave the Pioneers

scoreless throughout the game.
Although William Paterson’s
goalie Mallory Rickerhauser
made an impressive defensive
effort with 12 saves, she could
not freeze the Red Hawks offense. The Pioneers fell to its
seventh straight loss in a row
against Montclair State and the
Red Hawks hold an impressive
2-0 record in NJAC league play.
As the clouds dispersed
across the sky and blocked out
the sun, the setting of the game
was bound to become eerie and
vicious. The bleachers were
suffused with red and white Tshirts for the home Montclair
State University Red Hawks and
blue and yellow long sleeves for
the visiting team, The College
of New Jersey (TCNJ) Lions.
What was a competitive match
for the players also became an
aggressive environment for the
parents. Montclair State parents
shouted at the referees, “She’s
faking it!” and “Get her out!”
after many fouls were called on
the Red Hawks in favor of the
Lions during play.
Some parents were thrown
out. For the first time this season, parents were told they
could not be near the fence and
had to sit in the bleachers.
Father of Montclair State’s
field hockey player, Emily Lubach, was infuriated after receiving orders from security to
move to the bleachers and stay
away from the fence.
“I come and watch my daughter from the fence every game,”
said Lubach. “I barely speak
and don’t bother anyone, and
they never told me this before.”
In fact, many of the fouls that
were called toward Montclair
State caused a huge dilemma
for the Red Hawks. Senior Kaitlyn Struss received her first
warning in the first half, which
required her to sit out for two
minutes. Although two minutes
may not seem like a very long
time in a 35-minute half, goals
can rapidly be scored within
seconds of play.
At the 3:39 mark, TCNJ’s Tori
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A Montclair State player dribbles
towards the circle.

Tiefenthaler scored the leading
goal by a tip on the left wing
corner. Kayla Peterson received
an assist from her shot during
the penalty corner for the Lions,
and Tiefanthaler scored her
ninth goal of the season.
The Red Hawks returned
back to the center of the field,
hoping to add a kick to the offense and more determination
on the defense’s end. However,
the fifth-ranked Lions refused
to budge only allowing four
shots for Montclair State the entire game.
The Lions extended their
lead in the first quarter after senior Elizabeth Morrison sealed
another goal, unassisted, at the
16:20 mark. Morrison dribbled
through the right line of the circle and dodged the Red Hawks’
defense to tuck in a shot and
strengthen TCNJ’s lead to 2-0.
Hope filled the air in the second quarter of the game that
Montclair State would receive
less calls in favor of the Lions.
Instead, the Red Hawks were
given more sour calls, as key
player Kaitlyn Struss received
her second foul of the game and
then had to sit out for five minutes of play.
Just when the Red Hawks
thought they would catch their
big break after receiving a pen-

alty stroke from a loose ball,
the team was blocked by Lions
goalkeeper Christina Fabiano.
Fabiano rejected freshman Kaitlyn Prestinari’s shot in a oneon-one match. The huge opportunity became an unfortunate
what if for the Red Hawks.
TCNJ’s Morrison stayed hot
in the second half, scoring the
third goal of the game and her
ninth of the season at the 63:25
mark. Morrison obtained an assisted shot from Cayla Andrews
and tipped it in for the Lions,
closing in their fourth consecutive win.
Although the Montclair State
field hockey team is no longer
unbeaten (12-1), the team looks
to get back on their winning
streak and improve on their
previous mistakes.
“There’s a lot to change every
game and to work on at practice,” said senior Meghan Mollahan. “Biggest thing is communication. It is how we play the
sport we play.”
The Red Hawks will face their
next opponent on Oct. 13 at 7
p.m. against Rowan University
in Glassboro, New Jersey.
All articles are submitted
before our Wednesday 8 p.m.
publication deadline.

Men’s Hockey Loses Four to Start Season
Montclair State still looking for first win of the season

Montana Peschler
Staff Writer

The men’s club ice hockey
team struggles with a 4-2 loss
against Marist College and a
6-3 loss against the University
of Delaware on Oct. 6 and 7.
The men’s club ice hockey
team faced off against Marist
College and the University of
Delaware this weekend and
was defeated in both games on
home ice.
On Friday, Oct. 6, the puck
dropped against Marist at 9
p.m. to begin the first period.
The game looked like an even
battle until Montclair State’s
Shawn Meneghin gained the
upper hand and scored the first
goal of the game, assisted by
defenseman Brendan Vander
Vliet (6:45). The first period
ended with a score of 1-0.
Once the second period began, Marist managed to score
against Montclair State goaltender Bradley Odgers (4:43)
following a two-minute minor
slashing penalty, guilty of
Montclair. Between both teams,
there were a total of eight penalties exchanged. At the 14:19
mark, captain Samuel Enright

scored on a power play assisted
by Vander Vilet. Marist managed to sneak one past Odgers
again (15:29) to end the second
period with a score of 2-2.
With the third period underway, both Montclair State
and Marist racked up penalties. Marist managed to score
at the 0:55 mark and the 8:07
mark and the Red Hawks did
not get back in to the game.
With only a few seconds left
in the third, Meneghin was
guilty of a spearing penalty
while trying to stick up for his
teammate, resulting in a game
disqualification and was unable to play against Delaware
the next day. Odgers saved 34
out of 38 shots, while Montclair
State had a total of 41 shots on
Marist’s goaltender. The game
ended with a final score of 4-2
in favor of Marist.
The next day, Saturday, Oct.
7 at 9:20 p.m., Montclair State
battled against the University
of Delaware. In the first period,
Delaware had several penalties,
yet managed to score two goals
at the 6:51 and 15:33 mark to
end the first period.
Once the second period began, Delaware snuck one past

Odgers (0:40) to up the score to
3-0. Montclair State’s Michael
Nordstrom and Enright were
penalized later in the period,
but Enright managed to score
at 7:01, assisted by Michael
Buckel, to end the second period at 3-1.
With the Red Hawks down
by two goals, the team hoped
to come back. At the start of
the third period, Delaware was
guilty of a two-minute minor
holding penalty. The team followed up with four more minor penalties later that period
yet managed to gain a five goal
lead at the 4:28, 9:37 and 10:07
marks. Unfortunately, Montclair State racked up three minor penalties but did manage
to score two more goals. At the
13:39 mark, Enright celebrated
a goal assisted by Vander
Vilet. At 17:52, defenseman
Daniel Diner put one behind
Delaware’s net with help from
Enright and Justin Ritter.
With the final score of 6-3,
it was clear that the University
of Delaware dominated most
of the game with 46 shots on
goal compared to Montclair
State’s 24 shots on goal. Montclair State’s goaltender John

Pitera saw some ice time in the
third period after Odgers was
pulled.
With a record of 0-4-0-0, the
Red Hawks hope to win their
first game of the season against
Army University on Friday,
Oct. 13 at 8:30 p.m. or against
Monmouth University Saturday, Oct. 14 at 11:40 a.m.
All articles are submitted before our Wednesday 8 p.m.
publication deadline.

Montclair State Men’s
Hockey Schedule
Friday, Oct. 13,
vs. United States
Military Academy
8:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 14,
vs. Monmouth University
11:40 a.m.
Friday, Oct. 20,
vs. Central Connecticut
University
TBD

Red Hawk Recap
Red Hawks Volleyball: 3
John Jay College: 1

Red Hawks Women’s Soccer: 0
Rowan University: 0 (T)

Red Hawks Men’s Soccer: 2
Mitchell College: 0

Red Hawks Field Hockey: 0
The College of New Jersey: 3

Red Hawks Football: 21
The College of New Jersey: 17

Red Hawks Men’s Soccer: 2
Rowan University: 3

Red Hawks Field Hockey: 3
William Paterson University: 0

Red Hawks Volleyball: 1
Ramapo College: 3
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Women’s Volleyball Falls to Ramapo, Face Rival
William Paterson Next

Anthony Paradiso
Assistant Sports Editor

Montclair State University’s
women’s volleyball team lost
3-1 at home Tuesday night to
Ramapo College, ending the
Red Hawks’ two-match winning streak.
The reigning New Jersey
Athletic Conference (NJAC) defensive player of the week, Red
Hawks’ junior right side Natalia Majkut, fired up the Red
Hawks crowd with 13 kills and
three block assists in the game.
In the second set, the Red
Hawks were down five, when
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Siyara Herbert serves for Montclair State.

senior libero Lily Scanzillo
scored six points-on-serve to
give the Red Hawks a twopoint lead. Sophomore middle
blocker Caitlin Lange added
some key kills down the stretch
but it was not enough, and the
Red Hawks dropped the set 2521.
The Red Hawks battled their
rivals, second place Ramapo
College Roadrunners, and fed
off their home crowd but were
bested by Ramapo’s offense,
led by junior outside hitter
Larysa Iwaskiw, who had a
season-high 32 kills.
As long as all-NJAC senior
outside hitter Hayley Merril
is out of the lineup, the Red
Hawks’ young talent will have
to step up and find a way to
score points without their top
scorer.
Montclair State has suffered
some injuries to starting players this year, but Majkut has
been an all-star both offensively and defensively. In her last
five games, Majkut added 21
blocks, which ranks Majkut #7
in NJAC, averaging 1 block per
game.
Head Coach Eddie Stawinski
addressed their team’s identity
this season.
“Our team identity is ongoing, and changes every day,”
Stawinski said. “The reason
is, we’re very young this year.
Last year, we graduated six se-

niors and we have an injury to
one of our current seniors, so
that’s seven seniors from our
championship team that we’ve
lost.”
The team made more errors
Tuesday night than they are
used to making and just could
not slow down the Roadrunners’ attack. Still, Montclair
State has potential and this
young group has the ability to
right the ship.
Stawinski also talked about
how team identity starts to
form.
“I’m very proud of what our
team has been able to do on
the court and [can] keep working together,” Stawinski said.
“We have some great wins and
that’s part of our team’s leadership.”
Stawinski elaborated on his
team’s leadership and how it
came to be.
“We have some players
who learned from one of our
best senior classes [last year],”
Stawinski said. “They’re doing
a good job of using what they
learned.”
The Red Hawks have young
and experienced volleyball
players who can play multiple
positions whether its sophomore Schyler White or junior
April DiAngelo, who both play
three positions.
“Versatility is a big thing
[because] we have a lot of play-

Montclair spikes the ball as
Ramapo tries to block the shot.
ers that can play in different
spots,” Stawinski said. “I think
that’s a benefit. It’s up to me
and the coaches to see who can
chip in and help our team.”
Starting Friday, Oct. 13, the
Red Hawks have the opportunity of playing top teams, Fairleigh Dickinson University and
Stevens Institute of Technology, in the Duck Invitational in
Hoboken, New Jersey.
The Red Hawks will try to
gain valuable experience as
they head into the home stretch
of their 2017 season. The Red
Hawks’ next game will be
Thursday, Oct. 12 at NJAC rivals William Paterson Univer-
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sity in Wayne, New Jersey.
“We have a very good schedule remaining,” Stawinski said,
referencing this season’s home
stretch. “I think those teams are
going to help us to prepare to
play high-level ball in November.”
All articles are submitted
before our Wednesday 8 p.m.
publication deadline.

Red Hawks Football Comeback to Beat The College of New Jersey
Keanan Carter
Staff Writer

In their 85th meeting between
the Montclair State University
Red Hawks and their deeprooted New Jersey Athletic
Conference (NJAC) rival, The
College of New Jersey (TCNJ)
Lions, the Red Hawks managed
to achieve the victory after rallying from behind for a gutsy
21-17 victory.
It was evident from the onset
that Saturday’s contest would
be an erratic affair as both
squads traded interceptions on
their initial drives. Montclair
State’s senior defensive back
Shaon Stephenson notched his
third pick off of the season in the
game’s second play from scrimmage, setting the Red Hawks up
with prime field position. After
a 29-yard hookup with senior
wide receiver Julanee Prince,
junior quarterback John Apicella and the Red Hawks were
sitting pretty on the goal line,
ready to leap out to an early 7-0
lead. Apicella had his second
and goal pass attempt from the
10 yard line snatched by TCNJ’s
Sam Jackson in the end zone.
On the ensuing TCNJ series, the
Lions’ quarterback Trevor Osler
connected with wide receiver
Thomas Koenig for an 80-yard
touchdown pass.
After a three-and-out for
the Red Hawks on their next

Montclair State’s defensive line
stacks up against TCNJ.

possession, the Lions tacked
on another touchdown as Osler found Koenig once again on
a strike from seven yards out.
With the Lions moving the ball
through the air at will, the Red
Hawks had some soul searching to do. Struggling to generate practically any offense on
their first four drives, the tides
began to turn on their fifth series starting at the 2:29 mark in
the first quarter. Searching for
some stability, the Red Hawks
established the run by feeding
the backfield tandem of junior
running-backs Anthony Travisano and Willie Barr on the first
three snaps before the elusive
Barr broke off a 26-yard rush for
a touchdown, cutting the deficit
in half at 14-7. Barr’s dash was
the spark that the Red Hawks’
dormant offense needed. TCNJ’s kicker Zach Pharo drilled a
40-yard field goal attempt right
before halftime, giving the Lions a 17-7 edge heading into the
locker room.
The Red Hawks received the
ball on the kickoff to start the
second half. As an offense trying to establish a balanced attack on the ground and in the
air, the Red Hawks depended
upon Apicella’s instinctive
game managing skills for the
remainder of the game. Apicella rose to the occasion. Apicella
helmed a 13 play, 75-yard drive
that lasted 6:19. Apicella me-
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thodically led the Red Hawks
down the field, completing six
of his seven pass attempts. In
one of the most pivotal moments of the game, Apicella
hit senior wide receiver Taj
Huggins on a fourth and 11
situation for a 26-yard gain to
move all the way down to the
TCNJ 8-yard line. After a TCNJ
timeout and a rush attempt by
Travisano, Apicella capped off
the drive by finding sophomore
tight end Brian Kowalczyk for
a 8-yard touchdown, making it
consecutive weeks in which the
duo managed to get in the end
zone together.
With TCNJ now clinging to a
17-14 lead, the Red Hawks took
over at the 3:32 mark. On third
and ten at the TCNJ 40-yard
line following two incompletions, Apicella dumped the ball
off to running back Willie Barr
who exploded for 40-yards all
the way to the endzone for the
decisive touchdown, giving the
Red Hawks a 21-17 lead.
Finally holding the advantage on the scoreboard, the Red
Hawks relied on their hardened defense to stand tall during crunch time and the unit
answered the call. Early in the
fourth quarter, the Lions were
threatening as they marched
down the field, appearing to be
destined for the go-ahead score.
But on a first and ten from
Montclair State’s 15-yard line,
junior defensive back Dylan
Elliot intercepted Osler’s toss
to the end zone, corralling it
down to the ground for a touchback. On their next drive, the
Red Hawks went three-andout. With TCNJ not being able
to muster any points on their
drive, the Red Hawks focused
on running the ball in efforts to
chew up as much time as possible before junior kicker Hunter
Daly punted to the TCNJ 32yard line with the game boiling
down to TCNJ’s drive with 5:13

John Apicella (16) throws a pass
in Montclair territory.
remaining.
TCNJ’s quarterback Osler
opened up the drive connecting
with his favorite target, wide
receiver Koenig, three plays in
a row, reaching the Red Hawks
21-yard line. After Osler used
his legs, rushing for one yard to
pick up a fresh set of downs, the
Red Hawks’ defensive unit’s
front seven bore down and generated tremendous pressure as
junior defensive lineman Jake
Weber swallowed up Osler on a
sack for a loss of eight yards. On
the next play, senior linebacker
and defensive captain Joshua
Betts got to Osler and wrestled
him to the dirt for a loss of
seven yards but the play was
thwarted by an offsides penalty
on Weber, the previous play’s
hero, pushing the ball up to the
Red Hawks’ 22-yard line.
Osler failed to complete a
pass to Koenig on the next
down before botching a snap on
third and 13, fumbling for a loss
of six yards. Faced with a fourth
and 19 do or die situation at
Montclair State’s 28 yardline, TCNJ’s Osler desperately
heaved the ball towards the end
zone where Junior defensive
back Dylan Elliot hawked his
would be second interception
on the day. But, due to another offsides penalty on Weber’s
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behalf, the Lions were granted
one last shot. TCNJ elected to
use one of their two remaining timeouts with 1:33 left in
regulation. With the game on
the wire, Osler forced a throw
at the Montclair State 10-yard
line that was picked off by Senior defensive back Jabari Ray
Garvin, sealing the deal on a
thrilling Red Hawk victory.
The Red Hawks improved
3-2 on their 2017 campaign and
3-1 in NJAC competition. The
Red Hawks sit in fourth place
in the NJAC standings as they
continue to find ways to pull
out victories in tight battles. The
Red Hawks will have the opportunity to gain major ground
within the next three weeks
as they will clash with the top
three teams in the conference
sequentially. It’s Homecoming
this Saturday, Oct.14, at 2 p.m.
as the Red Hawks engage in
their toughest test yet against
the 4-1 Seagulls of Salisbury
University.
All articles are submitted before our Wednesday 8 p.m.
publication deadline.

